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Murray

Nixon Orders End To Occupational
And Agriculture Draft Deferments

We are going to say one more
thing about our trip to New Orleans, then be quiet about it
It's just that this is the first
time we have ever been any'where so we like to talk about
It.
Worst to the Blue Room of the
Roosevelt Hotel and heard an
Australian girl singer Lana Cantrell. Went to Al Hirt's place
and saw him perform for about
an hour and on the same program was Woody Herman's orchestra which also played an
hour. Woody plays 1942 music,
and is a hold over from the Big
Band era which is our era.
Also ate dinner at Antoine's
which was established in 1827.
Another old place about a 100
years old or more was the Court
of the Two Sisters where we
ate breakfast. All these places
are old as the hills and steeped
in tradition.
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Lions Finalize
Plans For Annual
Broom, Mop Sale

PLANNING OPEN HOUSE: This commit tee at the Murray State
University School has
made final plans for a Reception and Open House program,
to be held at the school Sun.
day, May 3. Shawn, left to right, are: Mrs. Jo
Loviti, guidance counselor; Miss Sue Fairies*,
home economics; Mn. Mavis McCamish, first grade teacher; Tommy
Vaughn, social studies.
and Vernon Shown, director. The event, to be held from
2 to 4 pm., is expected to attract
several hundreds of graduates, former teach ers and students
and friends to meet the staff
and to tour the now facilities.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)

Victor Olazabal Paul Shapiro Is
Family Proud Of Jaycees President
U. S. Citizenship

Executive Order Also Asks That
Student Deferments Be Stopped

WASHINGTON mit — Prod- cision whether or not, or predent Nixon ordered an end to- cisely when, he can end
conFinal plans are being made
day to occupational and agri- scription," Nixon'said. "It defor the Murray Lions Club ancultural deferments from the pends, in part, on the necessity
nual broom sale to be held
draft and asked Congress to of maintaining required military
Tuesday, April 28. Co-chairmen
open the way for ham also to force levels to meet our comfor the event are Bailey Gore
stop all student deferments.
mitments in Vietnam and elseand Gary Pugh. Other commitwhere."
tee members are Johnny McDeferments, Nixon said in a
Nixon outlined his plan to
Dougal, Finis Griffith, Hassel
special message to the House
Kuykendall, Phil Shelton, Guy
and Senate, "are no longer dic- key Republican congressional
Spann, and H. F. Metzger.
tated by the national interest" leaders at a breakfast meeting
Gore said that the Lions
He issued an executive order before'ending it to Capitol Hill.
The President signed an exwould make a house to house
to stop immediately deferment:
canvass and would have a vat
based on occupational or farm ecutive order eliminating all
L/C Patrick R. Taylor
iety of brooms and mops for
work, and meted for an amend future occupational dedermentssale including whisk brooms,
ment to the draft law to eli- Those your* men now holding
household brooms, warehouse
minate mandatoix deferments than, however, and those with
brooms, and wet and dry mops.
for undergraduate college stu- pending applications would be
treated as previously.
"We have about 40 dozen mops
dents.
"Very few young rnen at age
Nixon pledged to bring the
for sale and about 110 dozen
draft gradually to an end but 19 are in such et-hazel positions
brooms," he said, "and proceeds
said it would be several years that they cannot be replaced,"
from the sale will be used in
before this could be accom- Nixon said.
our sight conservation projects".
plished.
ATO fraternity is to help the
The same executive order eliA special presidential COMLions in their project again this
minates all future paternity deLance Corporal Patrick R. mission rec ormmended
year. Robin Matteson, president
earlier ferments except in cases where
of ATO, said today that the Taylor of the United, States that the nation turn to an alllocal boards determined that
Marine
spending
Corps
is
•
ten
fraternity was quite pleased to
volunteer army by mid-1971. extreme
hardship would result.
days
leave
his
parents,
with
Mr
have this "opportunity to help
Nixon had supported the con
Elimination of undergraduate
in such a worthwhile civic pro- and Mrs. Robert P. Taylor of cept in his presidential cam- clefemsants
requires congresNew Concord, after serving with paign but in his
ject.
message, he
Z. C. Enix, president of the "E" Company, Second Battalion, said there was no way to say sional approval because of a
section added to the Selective
Murray Lions said that t h e Eighth Marine Regiment at when it could come about.
Service law in 1967. It guaranATO fraternity had been a tre- Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.
But as a first step, the Presi- tees all young
men attending
Following his leave L/C Tay- dentocalled for a
mendous help to the Lions in
20 per cent college a four-year defenenint
revious projects and was grati- lor will report to Camp Le- pay increase, retroactive to
last
lied to have their services a- Jenne, North Carolina, for trans Jan I, for enlisted men with or exemption foram military service until their 24th birthday,
portation to Italy where he will Lees than
gain.
two years service.
whichever is earliest, provided
Lions are asked to assemble board a ship for a cruise of the
That would raise the annual they maintain
adequate grades.
at the Boone building on Maple Mediterranean area,
pay of the enlisted men with
LiC Taylor enlisted in leme4iegirtissn vortrytarr- service
--yawn maw. beilillas dearStreet at 5:00 p.m. on Tuesday
for their route assignments. Af- USMC in June 1969 after gra- *500 million a year. Nixon said. ments now ii, college, junior
ter completing their routes the duating from Calloway County lie promised an additional $2 college or apprentice or techniLions will eat at Jerry's and High School. He completed his billion for added pay and other cal training programs would
recruit training at Parris la benefits art fiscal
The Palace Restaurants.
year 1972 to continue to receive them until
land, S. C., and his advance in- help attract and retain
military they completed their course.
fantry training at Camp Le- s ,thinteers
jeune, N. C.
"No eine can predict with pre-

L/C Patrick R. Taylor
Assigned To Cruise •

The Murray Jaycees elected
Its new officers for the coming
year at the Triangle Restaurant
OD April 21 At 7 p.m.
Newly elected officer. were
One mere thing, Woody Her- One of the proudest families
man played the Woodchopper's in Murray and Calloway County Paul Shapiro, president, a
Ball which World War II peo- today is the Victor Olazabal practicing attorney in Benton;
Paul Fleming, internal vice-preple will recognize but today's family of 1305 Poplar Street.
sident, owner of Grafik Adverkids will not.
The reason is that Mrs. Ola- tising in Murray; Jerry
Windzabal received her final papers
Another one of those situations as a citizen of the United States sor, external vice-president;
Tuesday night where we and on Monday in the U.S. District Jerry McCoy, secretary, a stuthe wife are at home and every- Court in Paducah. She is the dent at Murray State University; and Mike Lyons, treasurlast member of the family to er.
(Continued ass Fags Toe_
become an American. Mr. OlaThe club also elected five
zabal and son Victor were al- outstanding
young men to the
ready Americans and the young- Board of Directors. Newly
electest child was born here in Mur- ed Directors are Ray Newsome,
Dr. George Oakley
ray making her a natural born Charles Tubbs, Vic Dunn, LuAmerican.
aie Parrish, end Dale Outland. ;
It has taken five years to coinThe newly elected officers
plate the process and the climax are to be officially installed at
a.m. Monday as sars. otatonoid the club's May 12
meeting. Thiel
As spring arrives dogwood, received her final citizenship time and place of the installatredbud, sarvis, and wild plum
ion will be announced at a later
(Continued on Page Ten)
are bursting into bloom throughDr. George C. Oakley, son of
late.
out Land Between the Lakes.
Dr. and Mrs. Hugh L. Oakley,
The colorful foliage provides
1312 Olive Boulevard, has rethe ideal setting for both inturned to Murray after a year's
dividual hikes and a series of
duty in South Viet Nam.
guided nature walks held each
Dr. Oakley is married to the
Saturday in the Conservation
former Patricia Spann, daughEducation Center.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Cross Spann
Dr. Cle11 Peterson, Murray
of South 16th Street and the
Specialist Five Van A. JohnHoward Steely, project chair- couple has one daughter ElizaPurdom Lassiter underwent
State University, will be the son, son of Mrs. Pearl Johnson
field leader for the third of of Murray, has been awarded man for the Murray Optimist beth Ann Oakley, age 17 vein heart surgery on April 20
Joel Ellington, Manager of
these interpretive walks on Sat the Army Commendation Medal Club has announced that the months. The couple lives at 907 at St. Thomas Hospital in Nashthe Mayfield Employment Serurday, April 25, beginning at f. fir mentions services with the Dale Carnegie Course, co-spons- Clarkshire Drive here in Mur- ville, Tennessee. It is reported
vice Office, has announced the
ored by the club, will begin in ray.
that he is listed as critical, howa.m. at Center Station. The out Army.
approval and funding of a class
jog will concern bird identifies
for Licensed Practical Nurses
After his graduation from ever he did stand the operation
The award was made at Jef- Murray on Thursday, April 30.
The sessions will be held in Murray High School, Dr Oak- well.
tion and behavior, and it is re- ferson City, Mo., by Major Gento begin May 18, 1970, in MurMr. Lassiter suffered an atcommended that participants eral Robert R. Linville. He fs meeting rooms 3 and 4 of the ley attended Murray State Uniray.
bring binoculars.
A fear that "mankind has al- the extermination rate been nearThe training will be adminisstationed at Fort Riley, Kansas, Student Union Building at Mur- versity and graduated from the tack on February 22 and rely so high. Now
afraid for all tered by Tilghman Area VocatFuture walks include two and volunteered for the ser- ray State University.
College of Dentistry, University mained here at T.lurray Hospital ready passed the point of no reof
us
plants
and
animalS
Anyone who desires more in- of Kentucky in 1968.
for three weeks. He was trans- turn in his environmental destrubird outings and two wild flow- vice four years ago.
ional School, Murray School of
and when I say animals, that Practical
er and natural history walks.
Nursing, under t h e
He entered the Armed Forces ferred to St. Thomas where he ction" expressed by zoologist
He is a graduate of Grove formation or to reserve a place
Includes
people,"
For further information please High School and is married to in the class should contact Stee- where he was stationed at Fort remained for two weeks, then Or, Roger Barbour was the sobManpower Development and
In climaxing the program, Training Act and will
contact the Land Between the the former Gayle Kalberer of ly at the Bank of Murray, phone
was removed to Murray Hospi- ering highlight of the Earth Day
he the
(Continued on Page Ten)
tal again. He has been here for program Wednesday at Murray which is part of a nationwide third class of this type to be
Lakes information office at Paris,-Tenn. His mother attend- 753-1893.
campaign
that
has
been
the
past
Golden Pond, Kentucky.
building
two
weeks
and
was
re- State University,
conducted in this, area. It will
ed the ceremony and visited
turned to St. Thomas on April
Winding up the long, all-day for several weeks, he listed sev- be of 50 weeks duration, se
with the family for twelve days.
eral
major
17
to undergo open heart sur- program of 15
despoilers - agricul- commodating 20 trainees.
A part of the citation was as
speakers the
gery.
"Due to the tyve of funding
follows:
University of Kentucky professor tural practices, the U. S.
Corps of Engineers, highway buiHis address ir4Cardiac Care painted a gloomy
yeas, eala....1118416111r re"Specialist Five Van A. Johnpicture of the
Unit, St. Thomas Hospital, future-eve
son, United States Army, distn if drastic steps are lders, industrial wastes,sewage, Graves, Calloway, Marshall, slid
Nashville, Tennessee.
Carlisle Counties will be eliinguished himself by meritortaken immediately to reverse the and strip mining,
trends of air and water pollution, Also appearing on the evening gible and contrary to previous
The deadline for entries in ious service as Team Leader,
More than 600 Future Farm- Lone Oak and North Marshall
mineral destruction, wildlife ex- program of Earth Day were Dr. programs, all trainees selected
the baby contest sponsored by Officer and Senior Enlisted PerBeginning at 10 am. and conUnction and the population boom. James Shrewsbury, director o will qualify for a weekly trainthe Murray State University sonnel Records Section, 24th ers of America, representing 21
Dames Club has been set for Administration Company, 24th West Kentucky high schools, tinuing until mid-afternoon, re"Extermination of a species research at Murray State, who ing allowance," Ellington said.
Infantry Division from May 1969 are expected to compete in the presentatives,.will be compet ng
Saturday, April 25.
is a common occurrence," he ob- was standing in for First Dis. The Employment Service and
Tilghman
annual FFA Field Day competi- such farm-oriented contests ai
Vocational
Area
The judging of the contest to October 1969.
served. -"but never before has (Continued on Page Ten)
School, Paducah, work together
A breidun at Coot's Grocery
will be held at two pm. Satur- "In this capacity he was re- tions Friday at the Murray State dairy, beef, swine, sheep and
jointly to determine the trainsoil judging; tobacco grading; on Highway 04 East was reportday at the Lad and Lassie Shop. sponsible for maintaining all of- University laboratory farm.
The schools represented will auctioneering; tractor driving, ed to the office of Calloway Coing needs for the area and proPersons may pick up their pic- ficer records, implementation of
pose various programs accordunty Sheriff Clyde Steele on
tures at the shop after the judg- the Officer Efficiency Reports be Symsonia, Carlisle County, and others.
Judging the events will be Wednesday massing.
ingly.
System, in and out processing Livingston Central, Lyon Couning.
Tractor Driving — Charles
All interested persons are
Stoien from the More were
Persons may enter their chil- all officers and senior enlisted ty, Smith Marihall, Lowe*,
Purchase the cash register hut no money
urged to contact the Employdren by submitting black and personnel in the Division, and Hesith, Sedalia, Cuba, Reidland Magness, Jackson
ment Service Office, 319 South
PCA, Mayfield; Glenn Sims, was in the register, fourteen
white or colored picture with a submitting reports of change and Fancy Farm.
Also, Ballard Memorial, Win- area extension agent in youth, cartons of cigarettes, and a few
7th Street,' Mayfield, Ky., as
$1.50 deposit. The categories are to the Department of the Army.
soon as 'possible.
infant to one year and one year "Specialist Johnson's untiring go, Hickman County, Benton, Murray, and Charles Bennett, cigars.
devotion to duty and many Trigg County, Fulton County, agricultural fieldman with the
to three years.
On the entries persons are worthwhile contributions reflect CaUoway County, Farmington, Standard Oil Company, Louisville.
asked to write the name, age, great credit upon himself, the
Dairy — Ted Howard, area
24th Infantry Division, and the
and address on the picture.
extension agent and specialist
T/nited States Army."
in dairying, Murray.
Like millions of other Amer.
General Livestock — Torn
Ualbed Press Isteniallosall
The Boots and Slippers Square
Rheinecker, livestock producer. leans I watched with concert
Dance Club will have a dance Pinkneyville, 111., and an alum- the return trip of our Nitro
at the American Legion -BuildWest Kentucky: Showers sad nus of Murray State University oaths after their near tragic
ing, corner 6th and Maple
a few thunderstorms likely to- Tobacco Grading — Robert accidents in apace, and I ass
Streets, at eight p.m. Saturday,
day and tonight; becoming fair Cone, U.S. Department of Agri. thankful that they are safe at
April 25.
home with their families once
Friday. Warm today and cooler culture.
They will also have "graduatonight and Friday. High today
again.
Tobacco Auctioneering tion" for the Boots trid Slippers,
78-86, low tonight in 50s, high John lrvan, leaf supervisor with
But as a mother of a twenty
Juniors.
Friday in 70s. Winds southerly the U.S. Tobacco Co., Murray; year old son in Viet Nam, I
The new officers invites
15 to 20 m.p.h. diminishing and Beale Outland, buyer with the protest the priority that our
everyone to come to watch the
shifting northwesterly. Probabil- E. J. O'Brien Tobacco Co., and president, government and news
teen-agers graduate.
ity of rain 80 per cent today Mitchell Storey, buyer with the media have given to this happPersons interested in taking
and 60 per cent tonight.
ening.
Southwestern Tobacco Co., Hop
lessons may call Bill Dunn at
While
we
are at war I resent
kinsville.
753-1386, and old members are
LAKE DATA
Soils — Maurice HumphreY. the $340 billion spent on this
urged to join the group again.
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 359.0, Soil Conservation Service, Mur- lunar mission. How can our
Refreshments will be served
up 0.4; below dam 311.2, up 2.6, ray.
government afford it when they
at the Saturday dance.
four gates open.
General chairman for the can't even pay the expenses
"
SUBSTITUTING FLOWERS FOR LITTER: An ettrecBarkley Lake, 7 a.m., 3500, event is Danny Rudolph, a set- of the wives to meet their hue
....liv. bed of sprinailesveesiaasusesaleaell a--ptle-el severe; tune up 7; Iss--dam 316
NOW YOU KNOW
Selseie.ekheetaltr-Staste
aleVittEi-Stilt
of litter, gathered along Highway 14 between Murray slid
0.1.
dent of the Agriculture Club at R. & R. I wonder how many
Specialist Five Van A. Johnsen, right, Is 'hewn with
Kentucky Lak• on the Murray State University campus as
by United Press International
Sunrise 6:16; sun3et 6:38.
lives in Viet Nam could be say.
the University.
part of the Earth Day observence at the, University Wednels
Malor General Robert R. Linvill, left, with the Army ComMoon rises 9:32 p m.
The world's highest active
The day's aetiv)ties will offir
day These students were among more than 100 who heipesel
mendation Medal he -received at Jefferson City. Mo.
volcano is Cotopaxi, which rises
I HisamonssarcsreiriesenImmo
en Page Tan)
I remoy• the 111,•.• •n4
(Continued on Page Ten)
nlint 'ND flowers.
19,612 feet above Ecuador.
OK, that's the last of our New
Orleans, report.

In Mediterranean Area

Dr. CleII Peterson To
Lead Nature Walk
In 121. TVs Satirday

Or. George Oakley
Home From Vietnam

spi5 Joh

nson Is
Awarded Medal

Baby Contest Deadline
And Judging Saturday.

Opening Session Of
Dale Carnegie Course
Is Set for April 30

Purdom Lassiter Has
Open Heart Surgery

"Mankind Has Already Passed
Point Of No Return" Says
UK Zoologist At Earth Day

Over 600 FFA Members Expected
For Field Day Friday At MSU

LPN Class Set To
Begin Here May 18

Army

Cook's Grocery Broken
Into Tuesday Night

Square Dance Club
To Meet Here Saturday

Letter To Editor

HATER REPORT

•

sops.rt-

'T. 111 •

•••

ek

w
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MENTAL
HEALTH
MATTERS
Stanley F.Yolles, M.D.
Director
National Institute
of Mental Health

—MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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TV CAMEOS: Walter Cronkite

Walter Covers News on Earth and Moon

Washington
Window

MARK EVERY GRAVE

By MEL NEWER
ON THE WALL of Walter
By LOUIS CASSELS
Cronkite's shelf-lined office
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor,
Bence UM
UPI Senior Editor
there is the original of a newsor Public VOlee items wawa. In our opininn an not for the best
paper cartoon showing a couInterest ol our readers.
ple watching the commentator's
WASHINGTON (UPI )- In
familiar face on a TV screen.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER 00., UM Alcoholism in the U.S.
some parts of the South, the
-I still maintain the astronauts'
BUILDERS OP FINS
Madman Ave., Memphia, Tenn.; Time & We Bldg.. New York. N.Y.
Negro's drive for equality
Half of the 55,000 persons schedule doesn't allow for sufthepoeneon Bldg_ Detroit., Mich.
MEMORIALS
seems to be making more
killed on our highways last year ficient rest," the wife is saying,
Porter White - Manager
headway, with less friction,
Entered Daily at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for
were victims of accidents in- "Poor Walter looks really
111 Maple St. 753-2512
than it is in the urban
volving alcohol, according to
peaked."
transmission as Second Class Matter
communities of the North.
recent reports
Cronkite's stamina—his abil8UB/3CIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week SO, par
South Carolina still has rural
This figure serves to high- ity to carry a heavy schedule
Mom& $1.32. In Cauoway and acliouung counties, per year, $6.60;
backwaters in which white
continuously and then add even
light
the
problem
of
alcoholism,
Zones 1 & a, $14.00; isaewhere $16.00. All service subacripuons MAO
hostility toward integration can
more on-air assignments witha prime concern of many health
find expression in such acts as
agencies, including the National out loss of quality or clarity."Tbs tawseuen&es Utvie Ames se a Cenuannity is Use
is amazing to everyone but
overturning school buses.
Institute of Mental Health, and
lasegrity el be Newspaper'
But it no lower is a
a problem disease that numbers "Poor Walter."
THURSDAY - APRIL 23, 1970
The 53-year-old correspondent
4.7 million or more American
predominantly
agricultural
not only is anchor man and readults as its victims.
state. And in its thriving
porter on the "CBS Evening
Industrial
cities, such
as
A survey of American drinkNews With Walter Cronkite,"
Columbia, Greenville, Spartaning practices, by George Washhe
is
also
its
Managing
Editor.
ington University scientists supburg, and Aiken, black people
For "Dimension: Walter CronkLEDGER & TIMES FILE
ported by the NDAH, has come
today
enjoy a degree of
ite
Reporting"
he
provides
five
up with illuminating informaeconomic opportunity and social
minutes
of
incisive
analysis
each
tion. It shows, for example,
acceptance that is astounding
weekday on the CBS Radio netThe home of Mr. and Mrs. Preston Stubblefield was destroyed that the drinking of alcoholic
to one who remembers what
work. With former astronaut
beverages is typical rather than
by dre on April 21 during a spring thunderstorm.
things were like a few years
Walter M. Schirra at his side as
Chief of Police Charlie Marr said the In-Service School held in unusual behavior in America. a special analyst-"He's marago.
Some 78 million adults drink
Murray April 19-21 by the Kentucky Police Officers Association
velous-just a charm!"-CronThe big industrial corporafor law enforcement officers of this area was very successful. at least once a year, or about kite announced the ill-fated
such as DuPont, Allied
tions
68
percent of the adult U.S. Apollo 13.
Senator George Ed Overbey spoke before 40 or more represenChemical, Owens-Corning and
tatives of Kentucky Hospitals yesterday at the Keolake Hotel. population which was 115 mil• • •
Kimberley-Clark, which are
Mrs. Kirk O'Keefe and little sal, Dick, of Santa Clara, Calif., lion in 1965. But the nearly
AFTER a full 36 years as a rebuilding new plants in South
5 million
will arrive today for a visit with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. the point who abuse alcohol to
porter, Walter obviously relishCarolina at a rate of nearly $1
at which they can be
Neva Waters.
sroxicniVilirl5
es what he's doing. He smiles,
called alcoholics make up the
billion a year, hire and promote TATrinlini.11111AIRIATIMIS
"It's a matter of interest in the
Walter Cronkite, with former astronaut Walter Schirra,
core problem.
Negroes on a basis of full
story. I have he good fortune
covered the Apollo 13. In addition to his CBS-TV
equality. And the state has an
They are men and women, to have the adtenalin that
Evening News and CBS Radio Dimension broadcasts,
keeps
extensive network of vocatinn21
young and old, educated as well
you going. I have no sag perCronkite
the
drew
"Health
in
America"
anchor
spot.
as uneducated, city dwellers and
schools to prepare Negroes as
iods. The ones who have it
small towners and country peo- tough are the
sas City. They have three bright
In addition to stacks of fac- well as whites for skilled
LEDGER di TIMES PILE
support
ple. Judging by those who ap- They have nothing to staffs. offspring: Nancy, 21, is mar- tual books. Cronkite's office technological employment.
do
for
pear for help at hospitals and four or six hours and
ried and, with her husband, shelves hold a collection of mod- The result has been a
clinics, we know that the dis- tivity is brutal. I can that inac- combines farming with attend- els of rockets used in the Mer- dramatic upgrading of Negro
remember
Two persons have died as a resell of injuries sustained in a ease of alcoholism strikes across as a cub reporter, covering lo- ance at the University of Ha- cury, Gemini and Apollo pro- economic
status
and
the
cal elections-waiting for those waii at Hilo; Kathy, 19. attends grams, all of which Cronkite emergence of a rapidly growing
traffic accident yesterday on the Coldwater Road. Miss Norma every class and category of
Prescott
College
in
Arizona;
has
arid
covered. Next to them, a
Jean Crouch, age 17, died enroute to the hospital, and Andrew people and respects no race, last votes to be counted-it was Walter Leland III,
who'll be 13 small framed comment by Ted Negro middle class.
terrible!" He shook his head at
color, nor creed.
Pantaloon, age 22, died today at the hospital.
In cities visited by this
22,
April
on
attends
St.
BarHolmberg,
published in the
the memory, adding. "And I
Another death reported was that of Mrs. Betty Tidwell.
But there is great variety in
was a lot younger, then, too." nard's School near their home Providence, R.I., Journal, de- reporter, public school integraMiss Julia Fuqua of the Murray Training School was elected the basic behavior of drinking,
tion has been accomplished
in New York,
Cronkite was a U.P. corres- ways called Walter HI is al- clares, "Viewers rarely recall with
district president of the Future Homemakers of America at the considered totally and not
little trouble, and seems to
"Chip." His dad and relish a Cronkite statepondent
for
11
years,
throughmerely among alcoholics alone.
explains, "I always disliked the ment. They believe it instead." be accepted matter-of-factly by
meeting held at Heath High School.
out
W.W.
II
and
tegilaloti-LSnOdFa rfif.
later
in
Mosname Walter as a boy, so imFarmers' net incomes from farming in 1949 was 17 per cent The survey points this up in cow, before joining
• * •
most whites. And it is real, not
CBS News mediately gave him the Inickthe
following
picture
of
U.S.
than
less
in 1948 and 22 per cent less than in 1947, according to
THERE IS also a picture from token, integration. Columbia
in Washington, D.C., in July, name."
drinking practices:
c,teks
early estimates by the Department of Agriculture.
:voitsrt
the Kansas City Star showing has a much more representa1950. Since then, he has become,
• • •
Abstainers. 32 percent: drink as Time Magazine put it, "the
New York's Mayor Lindsay sur- tive racial balance in its public
FOR RELAXATION,Cronkite rounded by crowds
less than once a year or not single most convincing.and aucarrying pla- schools than many northern
used
at all.
thoritative figure in TV news." cars, to go in for racing sports cards that read, "Lindsay and cities where de facto segregafinally
gave
it
up
because
Infrequent drinkers, 15 per- The list of awards he has won
Cronkite in 1972." Actually,
cent: drink at least once a- includes the George Foster Pea- he decided it was a selfish sport Cronkite, an independent polit- tion prevails.
Negroes comprise more than
the
family
.
couldn't
enjoy
with
year but less than once a body TV News Award and Docically, often is approached to
him.
a third of the state's registered
when hp can get run for office. He
month.
torates and honors from eight away,Now,
probably
he relaxes sailing family would
voters
and
their
growing
Light drinkers, 28 percent: Universities.
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Cavitt And Hale Vows To Be Read

THURSDAY — APRIL 21. WM

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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Mrs. Robert Smith
Preseots Program
At Circle Meeting
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Menne 753-1917 or 753-411117

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

Circle I of the Women's Society of Chnstias Saireine of the
Fing United Methodist Church
met in the social hall on Tuesday. April 21, at two o'clock in

iDeok-AGIT

end

The
the seebd
theAsne"ik"anfrte'atineiliatiern:Z.
led of the program presented
by Mrs Robert Seal& Kra Doreen Warterfield gave the introduction and purpose of the program,
An Indian version of the 23rd
Psalm wu read by Mrs. David
Henry, and an Indian prayer by
Farmer.
also led a
MrsClararterfi
discussion on the "Call to Prayer and Self Denial". An offering

Uninvited child
is always hurt

Paula Parker And Jana Jones Get Top
Progressive Club
Meets In Home Of Awards In State Speech Tournament
Mrs. lee 'Tinsley. woes a.
Mrs. M. D. Hassell Two Murray High School and
warded this honor. Molls Iftein

speech students received superior ratings in the SIM Speech
Tournament held April II end 7
at the University of Ematecky.
Praia Parker, denghter of Dr.
and Mn. Castle Parkas, and a
sophomore, won the tap reties
In poetry reading. Jana Jones,
Mn.. Billy Dale Outland and &Righter of Dr. sod Mrs. Don
Mrs. Bobby Allen presented the Jones, and a seven grader, reDaMrs.
main lemon on "Put New Life ceived the top award is AMY
chairman,
gL
Tb eircle
imistke
In Your Bathroom". They said telling, junior high divisina.
vid Hearn PresidedFour students received eneeiDelightful refreshments were that white fixtures are coming
served by the hostessea, Mn. hack instead of colored ones, lema ratings for their work. In
usually found duet acting, Jayda Staurt, daagie
Claude Farmer gad Mn. Rand memories not
shower car- ter of Mr. sad lire J. W.Stuart.
and
popular,
are
members
twenty
plarrioen, to the
bine indeed of thinver doors and Mart Tinsley, eon of Mr.
present.
are back.
•••

By Abigail Van Buren

The hawse of Mrs. Marian D.
Hassell was the scene of the
inerting of the Progressive
Homemakers Club had ea
Tuesday, April 11, at men
clock in the evening

bier:inn daughter of Th. asal
Mrs. Fronk A. Stubblefield, woo
the rating in humorous interHoward
pretation. Barbara
daitgbler of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Reward, won excellent in
prose reading, junior high di-

Thom receiving the ratings
of good me Nick Swans, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Peter C. SWEETh.
Wiley Maibia, daughter of Mr.
sod Mrs. Edward Mathis; Jayne
Scott, daughter of Mr. and We
Arlie Scott; and Dan larapkins,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Dewey
Larapkina
All of these students won me
perion in the regional division
'llsking Stained Glum From
at Murray State University prim
Haw liateride dm the sobto the State Tournament. Ron
Joel at die mod lemma given
'Rehear is speech coach at Hurby Madmen Raymond Nall,
ray Mgt These will be a banCharles Doughday, Markin HasMrs. C. C. Lowry opened her quet April 30 to end this year's
Mrs. 0. C. Wells and KrL sell, Ebner Oettinger, Loa Ana
merle Ryan have returned Philpot, mad Franklin Robinson. home for the meeting of the wort.
DEAR MOTHER: 1 this& the newel teacher showed
•Maryleona Frost Circle of the
home after a week's vacation
mire compassion than ye. ar year daughter. The psis et
during which Mrs. Ryan attendairs. Gerald Cooper, presi- Women's Society of Christian
having been left not wM be remembered by these its
meeting of the Ameri- dent, presided, Mrs. Newton MG- Service of the First United Me
Mr. and Mrs. N. Perry C.avitt announce the engagement ed the
inimited children hag after die fun of the party has been
can Business Coannunicaticins lain gave the devotion from Pm- tbodist Church held on Tuesand approaching marriage of their daughter, Diana Kay, to Kent
limplien by theme wise aitended.
Association held at Gatlinburg verbs 31:30 and comments sa day, April 21, at nine-thirty' o'Overbey Hale, son of Mr. and Mrs. Norman D. Hale, Sr.
MO and Tenn While there they spent "What It Is To Be A Home- clock in the morning.
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Murray
graduate
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a
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Miss
DEAR ABBY: We have been married for 1% years, and
one day in Cade: Cove. Prior to maker and Not A Housekeeper. The program on "The Call to
will graduate from Murray State University with a B. S. in Office
daughter
the meeting they visited Mrs.
SW Ember NW rule has always been "Never go GO bed
Fifteen members answered Prayer and Self Denial For Intl Janet Sims,
atHigh,
Murray
graduate
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a
Management in June. Mr. Hale,
and Mira Ray Sims, 1612
Atm
Mr.
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Ed
DyxThe
Nowwas
mad."
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roll
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nictended Murray State University and is presently serving an ap- ter of
Mrs. Lawry. A discussion fol- Parttime Drive, celebrated her
Greensboro, N. C., and
Well, yesterday I made a mistake and I told my husband
prenticeship with the Bandy Funeral Home, Nortonville, Ken- her sister, Mrs. J. B. Evans and est thing an adult ever did for lowed
fourth birthday on Saturday,
the meeting.
them
old
when
to
an
they
bad
boyfriend.
with
ft
do
were children_
about a dream I had.
tucky.
Mr. Evans of Raleigh, N. C.
Mrs. A. M. Thorn& gave the April le, with a party at her
Mrs. Bobby Wilson acted as secWell, he got jealous and was he ever mad at me. Before
Kiss Calvin is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. L Curtis‘
pen
retary in the absence of Mn. devotion reading from Psalms, home from 1:30 to 3:00
hieing out the light. I said. "Aren't you going to kiss me
• ••
Overby, Sedalia, and Mrs. Virgil Nanney, Murray. Kr. Hale is
Ephesians, Isaiah, and Luke, The color scheme was pink
Glen
Richerson.
Mrs.
and
Yr.
and
Murray,
the grandson of Mrs. L. M. Overbey,
and white with crepe paper and
Mr and Mrs. Joe Parker of
The group voted to sell sta- and closing with prayer.
He said, "Oh, go to sleep and dream!"
Fred K Hale, South Portland, Maine.
Vine Street, Murray, have tionery as a money making pro- with The circle chairman, Mrs. balking used for decoration. Su500
seven
The wedding is planned for Saturday, June 13, at
How do you cope with someone like that? Don't tell me I
had as visitors during the school ject. Two visitors were Mrs. Nell Eaton, opened the meeting san Rogers and Jill Moss were
o'clock in the evening at the Seventh and Poplar Street Church vacation met their grandchilshouldn't have told him about my dream in the first place.
Mary Martin and Mn. Mary El- with prayer. The minutes were the Enema of the game prizes
of Christ, Murray. Only out-of-town invitations are being sent dren, Mike, Debbie and Susan
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It's time to call your
house at their home from two
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Weicorn,Wagon hostess.
to five pm. in honor of their
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anniversary.
We
recommend Mohawk's "Cloud-Step"
golden wedding
She will bring congratuTUE NAM MI ESSEITENED
TIM NIIONONm PATENT'S)
Al! friends and relatives are is•
cushion
your carpet's life.
ze-ar.
lations and gifts for the
family and the NEW
For her day—Mother'. Day
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May 10th
BABY!
Mr. and Mn. Caroms Outland of Paducah will einem
to
Gold
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Twist bands of solid 14
golden wedding anniverWe're heaciouarterrs for fine quality MOHAWK carpet.
p
with a reception at the
recall her wedding do's . . with a lusOak Baptist Church frees
trous synthetic stone of the month to
wo
four p.m. They are fortisto
children
mark the birthday of each of her
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Monday, April V
Murray, Ky.
faeatI-1 Jiff Street
Phone 75.3-2372
The Dorcas Sunday School

DEAR ABBY: My daughter attends a pubhc school and
is a fifth grader. She recently took the invitatims to her
birthday party to school to pass oat to those classmates she
meted to attend. There are 33 children in her class, and she
wanted only 27 of them at her party.
After the had passed out the invitations, the teacher took
her in the hall and told bar that as long as she didn't invite
all the students, she used very poor taste in pasting out her
party invitatioos at acboaL
Since when does a school teacher have anything to say
about where the invitations should be passed out for a party
to be held in a chticTssciwn home on a Saturday?
ROCHESTER MOTHER
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'WILMORE, Ky. (UPI) -StuPresident Away At Time
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GIRLS - IT to 6X
Asbury's president, Dr. Dendents at Asbury College in this
GIRLS - Tr to 6X
tiny Kentucky Bluegrass comm- nIs Kinlaw, was attending a minunity look like young people on ister's conierencein Banff, Canany campus in the United States. ada, at the time the revival startCoeds dress modishly, meowing' ed. He returned home during the
mustaches and long sideburns, opening days of services.
$199 to $399
and couples hold hands as they "The Lord has honored us and
$299 - $3996 $
499
we are very honored but also
walk to class.
very
But they differ from stednin
humbled," he said."This is
Girls White
Girls 3 to 14
at most other campuses in one the best that God could give us."
Short Sleeve or Sleeveless
The Asbury faculty and admin.
major respect. Instead of dtitGirls 27 to 14
cussing pot, politics or staling istration, rather than insisting on
SCOOTER
KNIT TOPS
demonstrations, they talk about rigid academic discipline, has
PANT DRESSES
SKIRTS
God, love, witnessing, and spir- taken a front-row seat in coorclin14
3
to
Sizes
itual renewal when they gather ating the revival's aftermath. A
'1.99, '2.49, '3.99
'2.49 & '2.99
for dormitory
bull sessions. philosophy professor, Dr. Clar300MPH ON AIR -e-The Department of Trans?ortation is spending $3 million on a design
'1.99
Most of them carry Bibles in ence Hunter, began channeling
contract with Grumman Aircraft, Bethpage, N.Y., for this vehicle, shown in model form.
requests for witness teams. Whtheir pockets.
It would link. cities 250 miles apart and run 300mph electrically on a tracked air cushion
Such was the setting for a 185. en classes resumed after revival
GIRLS PERMA PRESS
GIRLS - MIDRIFF TOP
hour marathon revival in early week, professors gave students
an extra week to get caught up
February
which
began
during
a
after one Nixon veto and days for federal employes.
on studies.
NEW SHIPMENT
of wrangling over SouthernSince then, Congress has routine chapel service at the
In disciplinary areas, however,
sponsored busing and freedom- broadened the impacted aid non - denominational school and
Asbury officials admit they are
of-choice amendments.
program to also cover districts continued around-the-clock in the
"rather strict," Dean ofStudents
college's
Auditorium.
Hughes
This year, Sen. Warren G. with federally financed housing
Two months later, the revival Harold Spann said curfew for both '
Magnuson, D-Wash., has buckl- projects, Cuban refugees and
had spread to at least 40 states men and women students is 10
ed his cenate appropriations migrant farm families.
One Rack of Girls
Little Boys Perm) Press
p.m. on week nights and 11 p.m.
By WILLIAM B. MEAD
John M. Lumley of the and several foreign countries In
subcommittee down to work
Boys
on weekends. Beards, alcoholic
early, taking lengthy testimony National Education Association what some religious figures die
Nylon
JACKETS
SHORTS
beverages, and slacks for women
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The from educators, administration told Magnuson's subcommittee scribe as the "Spiritual ReawakSHORT SETS
are taboo.
Reg. $519
Senate is preparing for an early spokesmen and others on a that the federal share of school ening" of the century.
Solids. Plaid. Stripes, Checks
one
student
And,
as
puts
it,"
dismiAstery
administrators
2T to 7 Yrs.
renewal of battles over school House-passed $4.1 billion appro- financing is declining, although
Sizes 2T to 7 Yrs..
aid and busing less than two priations bill. It covers the U.S. schools need more not less, ssed classes on the morning of They (the college officials) don't
Sale '4.99
Feb. 3 when they noticed she even comprehend marijuana."
'2.99
months after a tardy and once Office of Education only, a new help from Washington.
Sizes: Small, Med., Large
Asbury students have never
dents remaining for prayer,song
'1.49 to '2.49
vetoed version of last year's approach.
snnal testimonials long staged a demonstration submitt
This school year, Lumley and
But the'House, again inserted
legislation finally limper
after i e chapel dismissal ba ted a petition, or participated in
Boys Perma Press
Boys Eton
Boys
through Congress.
an amendment to bar busing of said, ptiblic grade and high
had sounded. Most of the coll- a walkouL
Impacted aid is again an students to achieve racial schools will need about $38.4
JEANS and
SUITS
TEE SHIRTS
Issue, the possibility has been balance in schools,_ and another billion. He said "local sources, ege's 1,000 students, as well "We do not have the sort of
For Dress
DRES SPANTS
raised of another veto by to permit freedom of choice in mainly property taxes" would as Wilmore townspeople, parti- activity and spirit that causes
to Mix 8, Match Size 2-7 '
thing," Spann said.
President Nixon, and Southern selecting a school to attend. provide 52.7 per cent, state cipated in the non-preaching ser- this sort of
Solids & Assorted Colors
Founded By Minister
2-piece _ '4.99
lawmakers have sprung to their These are sure to cause stormy governments 40.7 per cent and vice before it ended a week later.
Kentucky
'1.49 & '1.99
familiar battle lines for an debate both in the Senate federal programs 6.6 per cent. As news of the chapel service Founded in 1891 by a
minister,
Methodist
Rev.
the
'1.99,
spread,
'2.99,
Asbury
offices
were swa'3.99
Compared with last year,
3-piece _ '5.99
onslaught on federal school committee and on the floor.
t
Nixon's contention when he Lumley testified, "state and mped with phone calls andletters John Wesley Hughes the school
desegregation policies.
Little
Boys
information about has remained non-denominationLast year's appropriations vetoed last year's bill was that local governments increased requesting
Good Selection
bill for the Labor Department Congress wanted to appropriate their support for schools by 12.8 what college officials called a at although a majority of its
SETS
and graduates are
New Shipment
and the Health, Education and too much money, particularly per cent and 10.7 per cent "love-in for God." Azusa-Paci- professors
Methodist.
fic
and
College
in
Azusa,
Calif.,
was
Ladies
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Welfare Department passed for impacted school aid to respectively, while the federal
The school continues to ern- ,
March 4, nine months late, districts which educate children grants declined by 1 per cent." the first school to request a witSUN
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Asbury officials reported that such conservative theological pa
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school have almost doubled since Bible, the virgin birth of Christ,
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news of the revival became wide- and the historical resurrection
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of Jesus.
Childrens
spread.
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"It brought a totally new conCANVAS SHOES
cept of God's love for everyone The school, which Spann said
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cheating. It's made people give volvement with Salvation Army
vs
back things they've stolen like work and jail ministries.
books from the library. People "A.stszy students were socialMen's
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apologized for things said in ly conscious even before it be.
Boys
came the popular thing," Spann
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said.
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he
st wandered into Hughes conscious thing I bow."
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Asbury officials predict the
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"After about two hours, I re- !evival will continue through the
alized those people there had a text decade ind may well become
joy I didn't have," he said. "I he religious news story of the
went to the altar and confessed :entury.
Boys Short Sleeve
Good Selection
Boys Short Slecio
I had been cynical and negative "It win go on as long as new
Childrens
with the newspaper and vowed !dogs are happening to people,"
KNIT SHIRTS
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aid Dr. Tom Carruthers, proDRESS SHIRTS
I would change."
essor
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prayer
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spiritual
8 thru 18
Although the non-stop revival
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SHOES
Reg. $2.49
was unplanned and spontaneous, Lie at Asbury Seminary.
many Mt it was an indirect re'1.99 & '2.99
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sponse tb a program called the
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Veterans 65 or 'older with
"Great Experiment" they had
.
Ion
-service
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connected
disabilbeen conducting three weeks beties,
and
who
do not draw pens.
fore the revival began. It was
ins, are still required to certi.
the fourth marathon revival in
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that
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The -Civil Service Commission
period of time each day for prayer and reading of Scriptures. .nnounced recently a 39-year
____ ,s
Students became awaie of a Id veteran - Dobert L. Smith
GOOD SELECTION
deepening of their spiritual lives - a computer program-Me: -NEM
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ng Handicapped Federal Ernfestation in the revival.
iloyee of the Year.
Now on weekends, the Asbury
Administration
campus is all but deserted as The Veterans
that
students forego dating and trips unounced earlier this iear
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last year
ment spots to fill requests from ,ome 4,100 more than
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ological Seminary, which Patti
cipated in the revival in con'S
ONE TABLE
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junction with the undergraduate , . .
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college. "What we say is completely uninstructured. we lost 'IF
tell how the spirit of God came
to Asbury and how He can work
in the hearts of men."
Watson and another seminars
student, David Perry, dropped
......04
it
Regular and Longs
out of school during the current
quarter to devote full-time to
organizing the revival witness.
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state schools and institutions to
the list of destinations for Asbury teams. They report that
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list of schools where revival a highway near Zurich
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Steely lining up
faculty and programs
for NKSC
BY DONNA McKEOWN
Northern Kentucky State College is expanding-so much, in fact, that offices for
its first president have been crowded to
the bottom of the hill.
Dr. Frank Steely's headquarters is a
modest frame building at 1510 Dixie highway, downstairs from a beauty salon.
One entire wall at his back is a solid
mirror, a left-over from former tenants
and a source of embarrassment to the new
president.
From his vantage point, Steely can't see
the hodge-podge of blue steel, shiny glass
and mini-portable buildings that will become NKSC on July 1.
He hates the separation from his students and staff-even though it's a minute
drive up the hill if. he catches a green
light.
"BUT IT'S a necessity," he said-philosophically.
The observation was made on a sunny
afternoon when school business was slow
eneugh for Dr. Steely to have a long chat
with, The Kentucky Post about his plans
for the new college.
Steely will be chief welder in making
University of Kentucky Community College into a respectable four-year senior
college.
He admits he's impatient, while incessantly puffing on thick cigars.
"Our big pitch right now is those who
enter NKSC this fall or who are on campus will be among the first graduating
class," he said.
THE GREY-HAIRED, bespectacled president works in his suit coat.
But his former conservative dress has
been liberated a bit. White shirt and
narrow tie, have been replaced by a pale-

"Continuing all
present courses
and adding a
few new things."
president says
blue dress shirt and a fashionably wide
bronze tie.
Speaking of NKSC this fall, he admits
there won't be that much difference from
UKNCC in physical appearance.
"We're continuing every single thing in
course work and adding a few things,
including a course on computer programming," he said.
But there will be a shift in tone, he said.
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as the institution gradually moves to a
four-year college.
Steely said he's rounded up eight young
PhD's to supplement "an already excellent faculty.'
"I'VE BEEN-LUCKY. Out of 32 full-time
faculty members, only three are leaving.
Two of those will get their doctorates
and then come back to us," he said.
"And I detect some enthusiasm on the
part of the students as we get closer."
Steely's been introducing himself to
students.
"And I told them I'll be glad to listen to
any idea presented. It will be strictly an
open-door policy.
"But I do have a strict prohibition on
violence, verbal as well as physical.
"They are not going to shout at me, nor
am I going to shout at them," he said
smiling.
GETTING DOWN to practical matters,
Steely said tuition will be increased from
$140 per semester to $150 this fall.
Out-of-state tuition will be $400 per
semester,."which is still cheaper than Xavier University," Steely said of a Cincinnati rival.
In a longer-ranged plan, the president is
figuring on several majors for the 1971-72
school year, including:
Math, business, speech and drama, elementary education, sociology, biology,
English. and history.
Under Steely's plan, students will be
able to receive degrees in these fields, provided he can recruit sufficient experiencd
PhD's to teach upper-dinvision courses.
A junior year is expected to be added
for the 1971-72 school year, he said.
Interrupting the conversation at that
point was a former student of Steely's and
very close friend. Charles Wickliffe, who
stopped by to offer his help.
STEELY PROUDLY showed off a tiny
water clor sketch that bangs on his wall.
It's the vision of NKSC by Charles
Wiley, vice-chairman of the regents.
There ere simple, classical lines, with a
settersontan dome, which the new president is partial to.
"Oh, by the way, we've started our
sports program," beamed Steely.
"The boys- are going to have a softball
team this spring. We've already bought
the uniforms which are the school colors
of gold and white."
And he predicts a good intramural program for students this fall.
As for a regular college sports program.
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tieing, cause diseases and dope
leads to crime; and to want to
Go Forward by remaining free
your
from these habits. Honor
youth and do something nice ilar
them April 19-25.
Sincerely,
Lorene Clayton

Dear john

GLASGOW, Scotland (UPI)
court awarded Gordor
A
McLeod 412 pounds ($988.80;
damages for injuries received
when a public toilet collapsed
City attorneys argued unsuccessfully that McLeod sat down
Thrifty students
more heavily than usual becaust
had been drinking.
he
-SingsPI)
U
(
SINGAPORE
pore's students are getting to be
saving-conscious. As a result of
.in 1969,
a school savinp competition, saved $400,000 (U.S.)
144,000 students-28 per cent of according to Yonk Nyuk Lin,
the total student population- Communications Minister.
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4-Hold chair of
authority
5-At what place?
6-Pronoun
7 Before
8-Seines

ACROSS
1 Insect
5.51 what time,
9.Reeort
12-Sanderec trot
13-Al this place

9-Staid

14-Vast ago

15 Strike out
17 Latin
COMunction
18 Press for
payment
19.1Yeding bird
21 Look fixedly
23 Blacksmith s
helper (pi.l
27 Near
28 Wear away
29-Inlet
31 Worm
34.Preposrtion
35-Make bigger
36 Faroe Islands
whirlwind
39.Pigpen
41 -Transgress
42 Worship
44 Babeloruandetty
46 Self-centered
Persons
48-Greeting
51-Dialectic form
of "eh''
52-Be III
5-3-Proceed
55-Notices of

Aso
59-Anger
60-Roster

62-Genus of
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63-Communist
64-Otherwise

65-Want
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1-Small lump
2-tidal
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36 Falsehood
37 Issue
40 Shouted
43 Bone
45 Man's nickname
47-Egg shaped
48.Filament
49 Ireland
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56 Beverage
57 Born
58.Mournful
61 Steamship
(ebb,)
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Distr. by Oiltad Gaunt
by Charles M. Schulz

Peanuts*

A CaiittiON 5ECREIARIAL COMPLAINT.
HE CAN'T READ 1415 MN SHORTHAND!

PlEANtIs

by Ernie Bushmiller

Nancy

Steely said they are somewhat hindered
by a lack of facilities.
"But we will have a complete athletic
program," he said enthusiastically. "And
that'll be good!"

it because it considers it
payola,"
The debut of ABC-TV's prime
time, Monday night weekly
series of pro football games
will offer Joe Namath arid the
New York Jets against the
Cleveland Browns, Sept. 21 .„
By RICK DU BROW
General Telephone & Electronics has failed to renew its
A Paducah taxicab driver,
Notes
exclusive sponsorship of the
HOLLYWOO)
is
morning,
Tuesday
.twice
shot
notable series of dramatic
.
to watch television byreported in fair condition at
Former President Lyndon B. specials called "CBS PlayLourdes Hospital.
Johnson will give his own house," and there is _concern
Lowell (Buddy) Smith, 37, 1035 a(count of events surrounding that such programs are increaPark Ave., was shot during an the assassination of his prede- singly diffIctdt to supply with
incident in a driveway on US. cessor,.John F. Kennedy, in a advertisers who care enough to
641 two miles north Of Benton. onehour CBS-TV conversatiie back them.
Ford and Shirley
Lourdes Hospital officials said May 2
Glenn
The program, "LBJ:
Smith suffered a head and arm Tragedy and Transltion,"„is the leacLaine are the latest to join
injuries„ •
third in a series of one-hour such movie stars as Tony
Marshall County authorities prime time discussions with Curtis, Henry Fonda, James
said they were holding Sherrid Johnson about his life and Garner and Stewart Granger in
Winston Wolfe, 59, a Benton career, and will also include his having regular television series
resident, on charges of malicious recollections of his assumption of their own in the near figure
Ford's series, a hall-hour
of the presidency.
shooting and parole violation.
CBS-TV25 "Summer Semes- comedy-drama scheduled to
Marshall Sheriff Sam Meyers
1971-72 season,
said his investigation showed ter" series returns the week of arrive in the
a detective'.
that Smith had picked up Wolfe May 17, offering one course on will present him as
sergeant who takes over a
at a Paducah ,bar during the the views of the late President
Is
morning. About 11 a.m., the car Dwight D. Eisenhower, and center for youngsters that
departstopped In the driveway of a another on visual communica- supervised by the police
ABC-TV's Philadelphia merit ... Miss MacLaine's
tions
home north of here.
has dropped Dick series, to be filmed in England
An unuilicial report was that station
ratings-troubled late. and on the Continent, will also
Cavett's
so
made
Wolfe
the stop was
half-hour and
could borrow money from a night show from Fridays, and be a weekly
man to pay for the can fare switched it to Sundays ... 130th arrive in 1971,
Wolfe reportedly had been Iiv Cavett and CBS-TV's Mery At Your Service
ing in Benton for about a veal Griffin have made few inroads'
Approximately fifty perfollowing parole on a man- on NBC-TV's Johnny Carson.
of all separate restaucent
show
The
newspaper
business
charge.
slaughter
offer primarily table
rants
"Daily
that
reports
Variety"
was
incident
report
When the
operations. Counter
ed, and authorities arrived, sev- cigarette companies, "whose service
by 28%;
eral gunshots were exchangee advertising will be banned from service is offered
carrybefore Wolfe was taken intc broadcasting after next Jan. 1, drive-in service, 12%;
10.8%; cafeteria
service,
out
repoA'ed
are
picture
friction
overturning
sheriff
the
custody,
studios and producers, seeking operations, 2.8%; catering
deals whereby pulls publicity and automat operations,
Inflation in reverse
plugs) for the cigs would be 2.4%.
1(/1(1. (I
The report
included in ph"
donafrd
•'r%
e'S
For
Man Plus Machine
in 1%9. tooirrrato, r adds:
makers
picture
far'
the
"Thus
The average farmer has
rt
It,
v.
kyr\
1rtr \mencao Rehr(
are giving a chilly turndown to more horsepower working for
Ill'. I delkercrl :•74S 7,1 in
(
the pitches, which consist o him, in form of machines
-elf -help arid litcriti al dud 10 lc,
oilers of ¶15.000 for each rather than horses, than does
billboard featuring the product the average factory worker.
Iii,',,,,
In scenes of a film. One This enables the farmer to
1.01, 100111 an
spokesman for a (San Fernan- produce seven times as much
I. I - donation- 'if
do) valley lot coofirmed
t
hout today than 50 years
v 11,11114-e--Mt
I Om
pitch and said his studio nixed
-topirori Inn». Iry Al griir rtiiiiritls

George H. Sew
from right) toured this
as a part of their
Swoon the Lakin Di
conia to live and study
in Ow National Affairs
(middle), with the TV
Conservation Education

SNARED MIAS are
exert heaviest preasu
The border area with
U.S

Television
Cab Driver
Is Wounded In Review
Near Benton

011 Iowa care
YOkh (UPI)
NEVI
Clover mites suck juices of
ver, grasses and a vainly
other outdoor plantsthat's bad news for lawns,

by R. Van Buren

Abbie'N Slati
TImuin= CAN'T BE 711140 MEN
WHO LOOK LIKE GASP'
',lorry!)01wRIE ernAER

0,e

CKARLIE 00B95
HIS Tisitw BROTHER!!

f.
by Al Capp

Lil' Abner
P40!!
/----FOR A FULL WEEK
SHE'S IslSTEN ED.TO

NOTHINdi bUT PAT
OCKINE litlEcoR DS!!

....-

GArr
it

•--,-...--'-

®

SHE'LL COMPLETEIS RECOVER)
A
AT :112,—

Doi- THERE'S

I)

C.OmPuCATIONll t
,
.0119k.
'4..
•SA

i

THAT OVERDOSE OF PAT E5Q0NE 7—.
RECORDS HAS GOtTEN HER I f•ATC)
A DAMenitousol RomAwric
STATIX SHELL FALL INI LOVE")
WITH THE FIRST
.MAN SHE.

S1EESM . ,
-,...

•

, ...

A Larne Variety of
JANTZEN
SPORTSWEAR
and SWIINWEAR

Several Racks
of Clothes ,
Greatly Reduced!
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Wall Street Fast rue
Chatter Begins This
NEW YORK MIT— The
market saidbe actag a lot
arm las it Is is vise at"all
the bad ems around," Inds&
By Thereto' Cosi
tag dismal first warier saw
stair Writer
aims reports and the emend=
glad of the economy, Alemeder
Hamilton Wit= eib• FRANICFORT. Kg.- Wirier
ters it makes so diorama, but
sorms.
the firm sms, le Ike is hum= ea April NI it wt11
yeere ci
mad as a tabs* seems to be "Wake Up.
.
vest io go wi radar Ma Daylight Soft Tins.
doom, lad It says It sees so* That's le dem ihmt will rim
Negro In stocks in the sew en the last Sellielf at Ow mai
tom
Abrobleot
be reit
Ant be sation moist lor the selfIke ibis What ads "o1111.
.
11 11.11111d alien at Midigam,
ihgrasiswe sod Hanall.
geggembleg dna'
The way to make ewe yam
▪
fackillsig the fact that
be ~di market decline was will be oe thee — propw. dayget as lad as it Mid have light sung time — when you
▪
line the psaillitlinr bit a arise that magi(
aliornoon)
iirger4kmodiebsim dise in is to bra your clocks, watches
umbleyntant in limb may andober time pieces shed one
GETTING Rip with the police seems in vogue in Chicago as this youth rolls the blueociat
,..._,1 be administration to how Mitre retiring April 25.
right over his back. It happened at a confrontation of Contract Etuyers League members
sane be brakes a bit mere. Theget= oil revert M regsand police at a site where 12 families were evicted. The league members have been with'This is the di atslack ler stieind time at 11
on
holding payments pending a ruling on suit charging home buying contracts are unfair.
bint Odds /5, skid is also a Dembelong are mods ad
lbe =dud is is
a biggfirde.
is start ilk dmys," lin AM ilesserders Wiese INT was
ummetved by fignionis Freddie iodating Meade, Hardie, Large,
adds.
German steel
in 1714 sidle be vas U. H. Am- Taylor, Casey, PulaW aid Mc- Capital Optimism
idenedfmal
italialliral bawdier to Frame.lepossity, Creary. On Central DeitigM
BONIN (UPI)
West GerWASHINGTON (UPI)
If
Bergen Wham ibe lime he awoke early ma marehmis Time oil be all comet= west of you're a long-range planner, go man.), prockices about 12.5 per
mbeiddrallea
more lag- Paris, and seeing dayibbt, Illana- awl Waft Brecitieridge, Gr- ahead and plan all the ifea to cent of the world's raw steel.
gremirdy to kilt the premed gla of moat( clocksabsediolee- amm,Kat,Grew, Adair,Ross- the year 2,050.
and its share of total output
is growing.
*digs la le eagaggey vim gtha th
ale
iand Warm
The telephone directory in
1267 in the United.
Staies his
wiegolpmest reaches
par
The worldwide increase of
the nation's capital devotes a raw steel production during
cad le eve per cad af ibe total been controversial ibr yaws. Love went with bar
full
page to a bunch of tables, 1969 was 8.6 per cent, to 560
dviian labbr tree. The Igarrh Reire the bill regents( it was
WALTHAMSTOW, England enabling one to match
figure was 4.40 per cat.
simed into law by Prodded Jodates million tons, the Institute of
(UP1)—Ted
Yeadon
grew
a
beard,
with days of the month to the German Industry ,reports. West
firm says it expects lower boson in 1966,allsans weregivhis
hai
let
g
•
r
ow
long and be- year 2,050. Somebody at the
interest rates, an Jetsam's la en the option to legislate against
Germany's raw sted.produclion
the mosey =ply, and gapped- It 113f their particular Ades. came a pop =Fr. And Susan phone company, it least, figures during the same period rose 10.1
Ayton
in
love
fell
with
him.
the world's safe for a while. per cent to .45.3 million tons.
ep government spending.
Efforts to mat Kadocky
Thee he changed his name to
—
from daylight saving time were
Agnme
shaved
Eadon,
off the
With the bear market sod its unavailing then and as raced
problems with es for as lag as this year's Jameary-klarch Ow-bead aid had his hair clipped
to a neat trim when he joined
that the confidence crisis las aunt Assembly.
—NOW OPEN —
gotten about as bad as it can The tramilim is Eadacky another pop outfit And Simian
get, the time has comae le look beat regular giewled time le called it all off.
she
"It raijlit seem
on the bright side of things, daylight saying-MN OE be a bit
Filor, Bullard & Smyth says. more coalmine...is inmestatal- aid, "but I realized he just
lethatvia Read II Man Wad
None of the problems pronely es because Kadocky is mint Or- wouldn't be the same person."
facing the market actually is as ough the middle I= tee tima
(Behind Adams Welding)
serious as the curreet atmos- zones. The mita sod madral
ID 753-8692
* * *
phere may indicate, and esa1. sections are nibs Rohm Zang
the time br "aggressive" and the western wan le the Since 1950 the number of
buying, the firm said.
Central Zone.
We Do All Types of Painiimil
bileannioyes in the United
On Eastern
has
eea
grown
3
to
4
per
Signs and Custom MtNEW TORE (UP!)— The
the next sin ineelbs,
It annually.
1970-71 bell market Ms begm will be all MOWN moot eit
as far as Meg ddp stocks are
macerated, accortig to wright
ingsstors' Series.
km now
Imes= gemistekably dem lat
Ow Mos dib
ompanies, beak
trod deparimeds =1 corporals powden goade— have decd.
ad list ma is the thee to bey
hies ddp common Mods, le
Arm ems.

Sunday, 2A.

George IL lbeer (left) of the Ford Found Meese and TVA Metter Frossk SnINIT (seceed
from eight) tamed the Conservation Education Center in Land Between the Lakes last week
as a part of their review of TVA's environs's ental programs. Mere bob Hewes, Land Between the Lakes Director, points out facilities at the Teeth Station where elemsreasit grease
come to live and study in the outdoors. Mr. Esser is the program arliviner for the Smith
in the National Affairs Division of the Ford Foundation. Also ;deterred OM Larry Calvert
(middle), with the TVA Information Office and John Paufk (far right), Supervisor ef the
Corservation Education Cantor.

The

GRAFIK ADYEITIZ1N6

SEA

Spear ad NW sees the
market'pia se be brink of
a diemectic sieff" The firm
mid the decline his red the
Me where it is Ned* on
▪ Mf aed that halligins and
eleamus AREAS are Cambodian provinces where the North Vietnam and Viet Cong troops
isilidinals alike "ems abrionsly
exert heaviest pressure on the populace to support ousted Prince Norodom Sihanouk.
le a dinipig mood." The firm
The border area with South Vietnam is about 500 miles long. South Vietnamese troops and
dm bads be first quarter
U.S aircraft have attacked across it west of Saigon
esaiings Seim Is not as bad
as Tali save has been
peldbig IL
On laws care
— ——
ports the 'National Pest Control incide. 'Ilse pesky creatures,
W. E. Radon & Co. observes
like to lay their eggs in cracks
NES
YOkir (UPI)
Association.
Oat ha Joke le market, "one
Clover mites suck juices of4
The IMPS! effective controls and crevices of the house.
segediess seals a paydtiatrist
ver, grapnel, and a yareity of are chemical and the chemical 1„
Statisticians predict the U.S: Idly as =sett as a security
other outdoor plants. And must be applied around the
poPidation will reach 225 mil- senlyst„" sal that right mar
that's bad news for {swag, re- house, too - sometimes even lion in
1475.
"meet imeelers do not have the
courage of an alley cat." The
market cerredly lain the
us ALIT r
e
•
4s
,
amapping-ep
complete,
a
is
more
LADIES . . .
Ittew buil market can't get
maw Way, the firm adds.
Come In Now To See Our
4
———
Present Federal Reserve
policy implies that the Fed does
net mat Is lay be gammas:irk
Or a booming apes=nd
a
gide it has relented sommeat
ie
its figid ge heath;
gradual= will allow it to
remorse policy watt= ma*
all in beetlful shades rePes
disruptions, according to Lionel
D. Edit
Co. if We ecommy
-Just Right for Your Dress-Up
Is to espied smoothly in the
Mere, It most do so within a
Occasions"
framework deeoid et monetary
disrmitioes„ the Erre says.

SPICA

III1STASTE-TEMPTER HAS
TAKEN OVER AS THE
FAVORITE OF THE KITCHEN!

SEMI-FORMAL DRESSES

DRESSY.SLACK OlJllThi

A Large Variety of
JANTZEN
SPORTSWEAR
and SWINWEAR

Several Racks

of Clothes
Greatly Reduced!

We Still Have
One Group of

SWIM WEAR
/
1
2PRICE

(
•
•

In Our Sportswear
Osiartnient
W. Have
PANT-SKIRTS
SLACKS
end
MONTS
All whtt sanscasse
Taps

4
- 6
••

"''*----ILA MAE MtilE
and
LARbE PANN
Owners

One Group of
Bras, reg 9.00
Now '1.99

(lison•----- •
•

Town & Country Shop
Open Tit 6 p.m.

M.ICS

Hospital Report
ADULTS 95
NURSERY 4
APRIL RI, Wm
DISMISSALS
Mrs. On L. Farris, 1610 DI>
dams Ave.. Narray; Mrs. Wilma
D. Stephenson, 919 No. leth SL,
Murray; James Wyatt, Rte. 2,
Murray; Mrs. Janice Owen and
Baby Boy, 1401401. lied St,
Murray; L. J. Hendon, MI So.
15th St., Murray; Mrs. Doris
Hesston, Rte. 4, lieeray; Mrs.
Mary Clark, 604 W. Loa, Hayfield; iguanas Mattingly, an No.
12th St., *array; P. D. Lovett,
Rte. I„ Dexter, Mrs. Willie 1.
James, Rte. 2, illorroy;RynIo
Fes, Dover, Tees., Ira nevem
(Expired), Rte. 4, Murray.

Bring the Little Pirates and Discover the Treasure
Tender, delicious shrimp, golden fried
oysters, succulent scallops, mouth watering
deviled crab, crunchy filet of flounder . . .
served up on a huge platter with heavenly
coleslaw, mountains of French fries, and

smackin' good hushpuppies! We give you
all you can eat—second, and even third
helpin's! Come aboard dressed as casually
as you please. No need to get all fancied up
... we want youlo feel at home!

FREE PERCH OR CATFISH FOR PIRATES UNDER 6,
WHEN ACCOMPANIED BY COMMANDING OFFICERS.
TOKEN CHARGE JUST 50 FOR STOWAWAYS 6-12.

Drop author till midnight, Tuesday through Saturday;
Neon till ten on Sunday
FREE PIRATE HATS

Captala
Highway 641 North of Murray

FOR THE KIDDIES

Ritdien
Telephone 753-4141
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.:Sief

BoxSO Trade
Ifko,RefitRid
nikeedw ThE

Drink up comrade
anniversary
Russians love to celebrate on any old120th
anniversary of
MOSCOW (UPI): Russians love anniversaries. They are marked by long
newwpaper articles, even longer
speeches, special sessions and symposiums, triumphal motorcades and congress.
Leaders of a state fodder distribution station in the goldyanski region,
Soviet Moldavia, decided to celebrate
important dates by holding comradely
lunches.
Last July, for example, they celebrated the 7th anniversary of the first
public film showing by ordering dozens
of bottles of vodka and champagne and
a luxuriously set table.

Then came the
the day when the great Russian painter
Ayvazvoski finished his painting "The
9th Wave" and they drank for each
wave. Half were dead drunk after the
6th wave salutation.

AGE NINE

ANT A
POE SALM

AUTOS POE SALO

POE SALO

HELP 'WANTED
WANTED: Analytic laboratory
elmalstry
with
technician
schooling or chemical asalyits
background or mectograpb
ray for metallurgical analysis.
Contact: D. R. O'Dell, Personnel, Manager, Airco Alloys -end
Carbide, Alloys Operation, Calvert City, Kentucky. Phooe MIA
4143. "An equal opportimity emA414
ployer"

CARRY: Big truck
WRECKED Volkswagen. Every- SPILL something on that new CASH AND
FISHING CAR, rune good, $50
load new carpet came in TuesItam and riding rink for rent.
thins in good shape, except rug, Try Blue Lustre and rent
day morning. We have Corruner- Phone 753-8189.
A-24-P
body. Cain and Taylor Gulf Sta. a shampooer for $1.00 at Big K.
back
rubber
hi-density
type
cial
A-25-C
time Corner of 6th and Main.
CC,
sq.
650
$3.95
width,
Motorcycle,
foot
15
and
12
1969 BSA
TIC
GOOD USED refrigerator. Phone yd.; Other heavy carpet, $3.95; Firebird Scrambler, like new,
A-34-P
EXTRA GOOD Ford truck. John ocCuiston, Puryear Route some 1.00 % nylon pile carpet, call 753-2386.
Phone 753-2533 beton, 5:00 Two, 247-3940 after 4:00 p. m. $1.efrsq. yd. Come see it unto
Values
Mis-Matches.
TFNC rolled while it lasts. Come see SERTA
A-23-C
p.
our big bargain pile at $2.99 $129.95. your choice $69.95 per
END TABLES, coffee ta1964 FORD Fairlane 500, four
yd. Paseh 41I's Discount set. Crass Furniture Company
XL
A-24C
door, standard, six-cylinder. Call table, lamp table, mahogany fin- House, Hazel, Ky., Phone 492WANTED: house cleaning help
A-24-C ish, good condition. Three-piece 9733.
753-6020.
1TP HONDA 90 Scrambler. Good and yard boy to work at Motel
IN SEPTEMBER, the station leaders
sectional
sofa.
brown
Phone
753left their jobs to mark the 333rd anbondition. Phone 753-8865 after 312 Hwy.88, neer xerboAke perk.
1965 VOLKSWAGEN. Good con- 143.
A-22-C
niversary of the, beginning of the deFIXTURES, display 4:00 p. m.
STORE
17C
tires, new overhaul
good
dition,
A'23-C Call 474-2215.
Black
fense of the city of Azov, on the
counters. They must go now
Phone 753-7753.
motor.
on
Ka-1970
Sea, by the Don Cossacks.
Fails Gift Shop across from COUCH AND CHAIR. Good cote gosemeeo Earn wens you,
A-24-C kSSLIIE Payments
wasaki Mach III 500 or only Blalock-Coleman, new location dition. Spinet piano, excellent .earn. For interview call owe
condition. Phone 753-8528.
1967 OLDS 98 luxury sedan with yezoo per month. Phone 753- of Murray Sport & Marine.
ion Two-Twenty associate difactory air, all power and vinyl 1082 between 9:00 and 10:00
A-29-C
A-25-C rector, Barium Doran 753-897C
A-23-C
to5:00 P. 1/1"
roof. Reel sharp car. 1968 Buick p. m.
and Cm' 2:00 P. m.
A-23-C
Skylark. Burgandy-brovia with PORTABLE Zenith television SORRY SAL is now a merry- gal. GAS RANGE, refrigerator
753-3869.
washer.
Phone
dish
and
Lustre
rug
She
Blue
used
black vinyl roof with factory air real good condition, $65.00.
term
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
reliable
Sober,
WANTED:
elecA'25-C
upholstery cleaner. Rent
and power. Cain and Taylor
Three portable heaters, metal tric shampooer $1. Western Auaround work. Phone
Year
hand.
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
ADULTS 9'7
and
fishing
boat
trunk locker, $10.00. Set of en- to, Home of "The Wishing ONE NEW
A-21-C
Manse
NIASERY 2
trailer. One 1966 Larson Play- 689-2891.
cyclopedias. Ca/I 753-6790.
NEW YORK- A long-haired yotog man emphasizing the theme of APRIL 21, 1970
Well".
Boy pleasure boat, motor and OPENINGS for full or pact time
A-23-C
1967 CHRYSLER four door hardEarth Day by holding up ahandfuloievil smelling fish and proclaimtrailer. Easy lift heavy duty lob. Earn better than IMMO,
air and power. 1967
with
top
IN STORAGE: Beauti- PONTOON BOAT, 20' x 8', car- trailer hitch. Phone 474-2297. income. Flexible hours. ComNEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Buick LaSabee four door hard- PIANO
"This is what pollution does to fish. It's fish today, people tomoful spinet-console stored local- pet and embossed aluminum
A-25-C plete
furnished.
roof
vinyl
black
with
White
top.
rrow,"
Mrs. Janice Elkins and Baby with air and power. Cain and ly. Reported like new. Respon- top, 35 HP Johnson motor. Comitple krc
Kit
.
753-3066
training.
ho
SIZE 6 boys summer clothes.
Girl, 742 Nash Drive, Murray. Taylor Gulf Station. COMER' of sible party can take at big sav- plete and ready to go. Morgan's
Priced reasonable. Phone 753- WANTED: toon to help train
ROCK HILL, S. C. -Airport Manager Wayne Davis explaining
on low payment balance. Boat Dock. Phone 753-4530,
ing
6th and Main.
why he had given maps of Cuba to the pilot of a hijacked singleA-29-P 3903.
Write Joplin Piano Inc., Joplin,
ITC bird dcgs and run dogs in field
DISMISSALS
engine plane
A-23.P
fac- • o uri 64801.
with
Phone 436-2406, Chrysler
Skylark
BUICK
1987
"I'd hate for him to get hijacked to Cuba and not know how to
TIC
Bird Dog Kennels.
Mrs. Frocie Hornbuckle, 211 tory air and power. Gold with
moCC
175
JAWA
Motorcycle,
workers
get there."
Pine St., Murray; Jerry M. Arm- black vinyl roof, new tires. 1965 USED REFRIGERATOR. Phone del 450, 2500 miles. Telephone Mobile
PHILADELPHIA(UPI)-More
strong, Rte. 3, Mayfield; Mrs. Ford Falcon two door sedan. 753-7186.
A-23-P 7534128 after 4:30 p. m. weekTEL AVIV -Mrs. Eva Labell of Everett, Mass., giving her accSix-cylinder automatic. Local
Girl,
Baby
and
Bland
Carolyn
out of 10 workers rely
tharLeight
days.
A-26-P
wounded
ount, from a hospital bed, of the bombing in Nablus which
Head ve coconut:
headwins
Rte. 5, Cadiz; Mrs. Regina Bro. oar. Cain and Taylor Gulf Sta- SMALL FORD tractor with disc
on the auto to go to and from
16 local Arabs and 10 toarist
Main
and
6th
tion. Comer of
Phone 753-5577.
plow.
and
Murray
755
Keystone
Boy,
the
Baby
to
and
wn
according
in
atirA,
good condition. Phone work,
A-24-C
"We just stood around talking and posing for pictures like real Crt., Murray; Mrs. Ruby .Fut•
A-23-C 489-2490 or we Mrs.
PENANG, Malaysia (UPI) Lubie Auto Club.
'
tourists...then my sister yelled, "Run, it's a tomb."
C.
Wayne
Transporting workers to and Plantation worker S. Ftaniasanty
rell, Rte. 6, Murray;
1966 VOLKSWAGEN. Local car. ONE registered short horn bull Tress 1 mile south of Kirksey.
A-2S-C from jobs is the largest single was working in the field when
Cook, 906 Pogue Ave., Murray; 1964 Ford four door sedan. Lo- and two ponies. Phone 753-1837.
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J.- Mrs. Coretta King accepting the United
Yvonna Pritchett, Rte. 2, cal car. Cain and Taylor Gulf
use of the average car, Keystone a coconut fell on his head. The
Auto Workers "Coci.21 Justice Award" for her husband, slain civil Miss
SEARS 12 HP Suburban riding says. The average trip to work is Straits Times reported the cocoMurray ; Mrs. Sharon Johnson, Station. Corner of 6th and Main.
rights leader the Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr.
Rte, 2, Murray; Mrs. Patricia
A-24-C WHITE TOY Poodle, 6 weeks mower with electric starter. Ex- about 64 miles.
nut cracked but Riunasamy,
"Blacks are not looking for advancement at the expense of other
cellent condition. Phone 753Oak Dr., Murray;
1504
Clark,
* * *
though knocked out and rushed
of
control
enough
have
government
old, male, $75.00. Phone 753- 9603 after
working people. Industry and
door
sedan
four
88
OLDS
1964
4:30
p.
m. A-25-P
Mrs. Dorothy Bailey, Rte. 2,
to the hospital, showed no inA-23-C
1549.
wealth to provide employment for every man, black and white.
Murray; Mrs. Diane Zier and with factory air. 1961 Buick
jury to his skull.
air.
factory
wagon
with
station
Baby Boy, 726 Nash Dr.,Murray;
USED TRAILERS. Located in Tail lights for hones
* * *
Gulf Station.
Nati*, Hateh
urors drafted
John Pendergrass ( To Cons. Cain and Taylor
EIGHT 900 a 20 tires and tubes, trailer park on East Highway,
A-24-C
and
Main.
of 6th
Corner
exused,
JesEngland
MELTON,
SlighUy
(UPI)
Mrs.
Murray;
nylon.
set up, ready to rent for an in10-ply
SALEM, Ore.(UPI)-Political
EUGENE, Ore.(UPI)-There Div.), Rte. 1,
candidates in Orecon get to put were eight jury trials at one time sie Robinson, 805 Sha-Wa Mur- 1963 FORD four door - sedan. cellent condition. Inquire at the vestment or occupy yourself at- The Melton and Belvoir Road
A-23-C
kr June 8. Must sell now be- Safety Council has asked hunts- RAF gets James Bond
a 12-word "slogan'
on the ballot t the Lane County CoUrthouse. ray; Mrs. Sallie Yoder, Ambass- Local car. 1959 Cadillac four Bus Station.
fore new lease signed. Phone men to fit red reflectors to the
ey A1/2 t H-1, Murray; Zelner Ru- door hardtop. Local car. Cain
under their name.
• d the courts ran out ofjurors.
ST. ATHAN, England (UPI)tails of their horses. A spokes753-6202 after 6:00 p. m.
ssell (Expired), Rte. 3, Benton. and Taylor Gulf Station. CornFrank Hatch, of Eugene, who
So sheriff's deputies went
James Bond is stationed
Airman
,
:OS
and
Organs.
H-A-24-C
man
Baldwin
said
motorists
had
and
er
6th
Main.
A.24-C
of
comfiled as a Democratic candidate *nto the downtown area around
Air Force base here.
Royal
the
at
or
Used,
at
DOW pianos.
buy.
plained
they
could not see re:
kir congress lists this slogan: the courthouse and issued sumThe average salary of a ms MUST %EH 1967 Catalina two.
GIRLS dreasses, sizes
Office, Loner'.
The last three digits of his serial
turning
huntsmen
clearly
at
"Anyone who thinks in 12-word monses to citizens to report for pant herrn worker is less than door hardtop with power steer- rosa from Post
8 and 10, real nice. Phone 435Piano Co., Paris, Tenn.
number are 007.
dusk. 31,000 a year.
shouldn't be on this ;up, duty.
A-24-C
ing, power brakes and air-conH-A-24-C 4615.
ditioning. 1968 BSA 650 CC.
A-25-C
Phone 753-4353.
IN NOVEMBER they couldn't pass
up the 150th anniversary of the discovery of the Antarctic, then came the
7th anniversary of the discovery of the
plague bacillus.
Such lunches were geared to liven
up to the occasion, with Balalaika orchestras to set the right kind of mood.
Here is the basic menu of these celebrations: 13 bottles of "gorilka" (Ukrainian Vodka), 18 bottles of cognac. 20
bottles of Russian vodka, and 50 bottles
of beer.
This costs the state thousands of
rubles. A team of investigators is now
trying to come up with a total figure.
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Hospital Report
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Only Gaelic College in North America:
It's Cape Breton Island's St. Ann's

1963 CHEVROLET Impala sedan, air-conditioner, power steering and brakes, $495.00. 753711&
A-25-P
SPECIAL: 1963 International
Scout pick-up, four wheel drive,
real nice. Only $795.00. LassiterMcKinney Datsun, Sycamore
Street. Phone 753-7114. A-25-C

By STEVE UMW
Written Especially for Central
Press and This Newspaper

1963 OLDS, F-85, automatic,
power braioas and steering.
Good condition, $450.00. Phone
753-9901
753-3917.
1TC

EVERY SUMMER, students
from all over North America
turn up at St. Ann's College. in
the highlands of Cape Breton

Island, Nova Scotia. Situated
in an area where people still
speak Gaelic as their native
tongue, St. Ann's College of Celtic Folk Art and Highland Home
Crafts is the only Gaelic college
In North America.
So, if your heart is in the
Highlands, this is the place to
go—a place where a wee bit o'
auld Scotland faithfully preserves an unbroken heritage of
Scottish traditions.
Cape Breton Island, that
huge, 100-mile-long island which
is the northwestern segment of
Nova Scotia in Canada's Marl• 46/,time - Provinces, is just one
.
stronghold where the ancient
Celtic tongue is still a living
language.

•
• • •

1963 CHE
LET, 327 engine,
theee-oPeed, $460.00. Phone 7539819.
A-29-C
197014 CAMERO, 307 cubic-inch
, 200 h. p., air-conditioning. Call
753-8922.
A-36-C
Not prescribed
THE HAGUE (('P1)-The
Dutch are spending about 20(1
million guilders (156 million) a
year on medicines not prescribed
by their doctqFs, which is about
one-fourth of .the total 11Se of
,reediciaeasaccording to pharmaceutical industry statistics.
*

Wisefarmers
know:It isn't
how little a
fertilizer costs
that counts,

The requirement that a notary public must witness signatures on affidavits required of
nonservice • disabled veterans
seeking NA-Pospitalization has
been discontinued.

and the weaving of Scottish
tartans. All classes are held
out-of-doors excepting when it
rains. All students, who range
In age from seven to 11, are .re.,
quired to wear full .Highland
regalia.

•

but how much it does!"
Fertilizers

• • •

TIES, scarves, rugs, tame
skirts and glengarries are on
sale in the official Cape Breton
.k, grey, green and
tartan of.bjac
gold, as w41 as in more than
140 other Ian tartans. Many
bther Nova Scotia handicrafts.
TWO instnictors from the
such as elhetieamp mats, bags
mother college in Scotland give
guest towels, are also ,in
the boys and girls thor daily and
supply to appeal to visiting
lessons'in Gaelic, which courses
Americans and Canadians from
rustle with the activities of are compulsory for all 130 stu- nearby provinces.
cquirrels and chipmunks The dents.
Adding to the color of the
Late in the slimmer season,
green carpet of the ground IS
festival is the ever-present setdrewn with wild strawberries during August, the students
Nova Scotian
• •
display their hard-wort, High- ting of the mirely
John MacAskill.
WOODED walks wind their land skills during St 'Ann's legend of Giant
native of
,vay through the countryside. Gaelic Mod. Presided over by a seven-foot-nine-inch
a
remding many visitors of the a visiting Clan chieftain brought St. Ann's who died more than
century ago.
Rig ands of old Scotland. To in from • Scotland, St Ann's
The John MacAskill Highrurther this reminiscence, there Gaelic Mod also draws celebrinearby • northern land Pioneers Museum at the
far off in the distance to the tie; from
wee mountains use, and the Maine, New Srunswick and Gaelic College displays some of
:Test of Old•Smokey is frequent- Prince Edward Island,. ail of his clothing and gear. It goes
ft veiled with massive fog which have many people de- withoeit. saying that natives . of
banks which roll in from the scended from the Scots Celeh St. Ann's are willing yea, entitles cote in. too, to add to the ti,iisiastic! to regale anyone
•
Day,
tin sunny summer days. the .erithustaa(ic mobs of spectators. who will listen with telme•of his
A riot of rolOr is the testi it amazing In ySir aI prowess
',rilliant flash of tartans pepper

Worth more because they do more!
cn.
AIM, CONGRESS The Rev.
Louis Gigante. Roman Catholic priest and brother of an
alleged )tafla figure, 1,
shown in the Hunt's Point
section of New York's Prow<
after announcing plans to
run for Congress in the new.
ly-created 21st district. Ti,,
priest's brothe r, Viment
iThe Chini .Gigante,
charged with failing to rev
biter as a former frit re,d
offender and is under.h,t
on'charges he ted to
meritri
bribe the five -man peoLit _
force in Old Tappaii. N I

I.

VERTAGREEN
14-14-14
POWR PAILS

VERTAGREEN
7-28-28
POWR PAILS

•
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fireplace,

FOR THE large family, 1
5-bedroom frame. Living
sun room, dining mom,
den and utility. Double
Located on Main Street.
4-APARTMENT house
near downtown. Ideal 1.
for offices. 18% return
investment.
1%-STORY frame in
condition. This an older
with full basement that
be utilized for rentals.
roam, 114 baths, central
Some furniture is includ
the sale.
2-STORY, 4-bedroom brick
2% baths, formal diningfireplace, double garage.
of the finest houses in 31
Professionally decorated.
located in the Robertson
district.
A 4-BEDROOM brick
ble garage kozated at
Grove on a 2 acre w
QUALITY construction
room Colonial with
and double garage. Transf
5 3/4% loan. Save $$$
low, low interest rate.
D-ROOM home in Hazel
nice lat. Ideal for the
family or an extra ap
Very reasonably priced.
3-BEDROOM brick with
cellent floor plan, 114
family room, spacious
especially nice drapes,
dint:med. Good location an
house is nice as new. Bea
landscaping.
.

•

-.A 4-bedroom brick
new high school site.
bath rooms, sunken living
formal dining area, qualit
struction, excellent floor
double garage, very large
GOLD MEDALLION, bri
stone with many extras.
wring 3 bed rooms, full
merit, formal dining
baths, fireplace in the
room, recreation room,
garage, large sundeck
tric grill for your
Log pleasure. All electric,
School District. Let us
this outstanding home.
consider a trade.
3-BEDROOM stone house
basement. Beautiful 1
Needs some repair but is
ed accordingly. Located
Wiswell.
A MODERN 2-bedroom
home arid M% scree 3%
from Murray. Farm is f
and overlooks a nice lake
100 ACRE FARM loc.a
Highway 641 about 2
north of Murray, adj
industrial property. Prac
all of the farm is tillable
in a high state of P •
800' highway frontage.
ing available at 8% '
qualified buyer.
208 ACRE farm located
blacktop at Coldwater. 35
watershed lake. This is a
good farm and is priced
1 2/3 ACRE lot with 14'
building and mobile home
Close to Jonathan Creek
paved road.
3% INTEREST. Financing
able at 5% simple interest,
only 10% down, cm prime
mites. This is a good tim
buy. See us now for &eel
TUCKER REALTY Cam
502 Maple Street, Murray,
tucky, 753-4342; Home
Donald R. Tucker,
Bobby Grogan. 753-4978.
•

A sight to stir a Scotsman's heart—a wee, bonnie lassic enjoys the sunshine osi St Ann's beautiful campus.
the busy scene. Bonnie wee las- Producta of the Highland home
sies tuck unruly curls under crafts branch of the college are
jaunty tams, as they ready 7 available-fir the Gaelic College
themselves for lessons in the Craft Center, which is the Cape
delicate art of bagpiping, High- Breton home of authentic, handland dancing, Gaelic singipg, woven clan tartans.

ST LLSTED, an extra
brick near
, 2 bath rooms,
room, nioe drapes,
h washer, disposal,
with
e.
BEDROOM brick with
located
en.- the University
from
High state of repair,
and air s I • • • a
'nice
r
largelot.ami Idealaoned
BEDROOM brick and 20
of good land, located j
'lea from the city limi

I•

.

SEQRE than 6,000-descehdants
of hardy Scottish settlers still
speak Gaelic on Cape Breton,
and St. Ann's College carne
into existence to prevent Ruth
lilting Gaelic greetings as "Clad
Mile Failte"--a hundred thousand welcomes--from falling
Into disuse.
The principal highway on
Cape Breton, Route 19, starts
at Port Hastings, on Breton's
southernmost tip, and runs
northward to Pleasant Bay,
then easterly to Neils Harbor
and southward again on the
eastern shore to South Haven
There Route 19, better known
as the Cabot Trail. connects
with Route 5 for Sydney. several miles to the east aOross St.
Andrew's Channel.
Spread on both sides of the
Cabot Trail and overlooking the
rockbound coast of St Ann's
Bay, the campus is a beautiful
one. Its hewn-log buildings
nestle among evergreens which

REAL. ESTATE FOR

BIG CROP
8-24-24
PEBBLE

• High Analysis • Saves tifrie and labor • Free-flowing prills
• Goes on evenly
doesn't blow away • Chemically manufactured from top-quality materials—contain no filler.
See y,ur VERTAGREEN Man ... your yss Agri-Chemicals
Dealer. Give your crop the finest,,,

Fertilizers

3-BEDROOM brick veneer,
ing room, den, built-in kite
114 baths, utility room and
ed-in garage. Located on
206' lot. Loan transferrable,
Firirlane Drive, Bagwell M
Subdivision, Call 7
762-3747.
NEW FOUR-BEDROOM
story house. This house
formal dining room, 2%
family room with fireplace
is priced to sell. Also, beau
house with full walkout
ment, three full baths, 3
game room, TV room, o
and many more fine I.
Phone 753-3903 to see al
A
these ckluice homes.
$1000 DOWN and $10.00
month will buy a 80'
at Keniana Shores. For f
formation phone 436-5320.

THE LEDGER

AGE NINE

&

THURSDAY - APRIL 23, 1970

TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
MEAL ESTATE FOE SALO

REAL ESTATE FOE SALII

SERVICES OFFIliftED
KELLY'S PEST CONTROL Ten
mites-eat your home. losebes
--carry gonna. Spiders-am
poison. For free inspection call
Kelly's Pest Control 753-11114.
TIFC
34 hours a day.

•

,
:
4104114.

SAWS FTLED. laws mowers and
Mall appliances repaired and
yard tools sharpened. 512 R.
South 12th Street. Phase TESMay.11-C
FOC.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
3
extra
-BEDROOM brick veneer, 1
ARE YOU looking for a
ST LISTED, an extra nice 3good buy in Real Fatate then bath, utility sad carport, carSWIMMING POOLS serviced
brick near the City
let us show you the followmg. peted in bedrooms, and hall.
and repaired. All t7Pw1 now
, 2 bath rooms, formal dinwith
Panelled
in
builtkitchen
Male
505
Realty
at Robert
pool construction. Free estimatroom, nice drapes, stove,
in cabinets. This is an Catalina.
Street.
es. Cell collect: 1406-6303
' h washer, divas* family
2
a
in
LOCATED
-bedDexter
with
WANT A DREAM home
Western Kentucky Pool Co..
with fireplace, attached
room
you
frame, carpet and linolethat extra estate look then
Inc., Skyline Dr., Hopkineville,
e.
need to take a look at this beau- um floors, one bath, two large
AEO-C
Kentucky.
BEDROOM brick with full
tiful 3-bedroom brick on Herm- shade trees.
eat, located across the
-BEDROOM frame, one bath,
Hai over 3 acre lot with 2
itage.
GRAVEL & DIRT hauling. Fast
set from the University campwood fence, extra nice horse living room, utility, located on
service. Phone 753-7381 or 753. High state of repair, central
541
north
on
one
famacre
lot.
large
has
barn, the houee
17C
5108 after 5:00 p. in.
at and air cenditioning, exily room with hreplace, beauti- 3-BEDROOM brick veneer, 2
nice large lot. Ideal location
belie,
tilland
utility
and
carport, can
NOTICE, lawn mowers
ful kitchen with GE built-in apfraternity and zoned R4.
One of the Nicer Homes In Murray!
in2 tral heat and air, carpeted is
room,
motor
New
utility
repaired.
ers
large
pliances,
110'x200'.
BEDROOM brick and 20 acres
Located at 1209 Doran Road. large corner lot
central heat living room, hall end bedroom;
stalled at discount prices, also,
baths, Can:WIWI,
of good land, located just 2%
three
bedrooms,
large
three
shubbery,
and
trees
of
Lots
your gun put in good operatand air-conditioning, 2-car ga- Del and kitchen combination
its from the city limits
complete bathrooms. Large living room with fireplace,
ing condition. Low charges. H
rage with overhead storage, pav- with built in stove and dial;
utility
deli and dining area combined. Torginol floors in
S. Robertson, 1610 Calloway
ed drive, paved street, city wa- washer, located on Kirkwood
FOR THE large family, 1% story
A-23-P
room, kitchen, family room and bathrooms. Wall-to-wall
Phone 753-7863.
ter, owner is leaving town and Dr.
5-bedroom frame. Living room,
in living room and bedrooms. Thermopane win
carpet
sacrifices.
great
a
at
selling
is
am room, dining room, kitchen,
Wood
of
LOCATED on corner
Owner will finance this 3 bedroom home in southALTERATIONS and sewing.
You must see to appreciate.
dows.
den and utility. Double garage.
lawn aid Sycamore, a 3-bedwest Murray of attractive brick and beautiful interior of
14-4-P
Phone 753-1806.
University. room
of
sight
in
ACRES
40
Located on Main Street.
brick veneer, one bath,
Antique white, and features Avocado panelling, cabinets
suixlivibeautiful
make
a
would
&APARTMENT house located
I WILL do all types of garden
living room, kitchen with buile
and built-in appliances in family room, kitchen and utilMon, trailer park or just a beau- in cabinets, with closed garagenear doivntoven. Ideal location
work and house painting. Phone
ity room. The living room and bedrooms are spacious,
nice
extra
Has
site.
hum
tiful
for off. 18% return on your
A-23-C
753-4839.
3-BEDROOM brick veneer, one
with large closets; two ceramic tiled baths; carport and
at
a
look
Take
good
horse brim.
investment.
bath, kitchen, dining room,
large storage and central heat and air.
large
mow,
to
Lawns
WANTED:
this.
1%-STORY frame ia excellent
Large living room, utility and
Call 753-7252
lawns
preferred
condition. This an older home
If you are looking for a home with quality, space
ON SOUTH 13th Street we have carport on 85' x 285' lot on
A-23-C
with full basement that could
and liveability for your present or growing family, call
a 4-bedroom two bath house North 17th Street.
be utilized for metals. 5-bedfor
smaltrading
will
consider
Owner
us for full details.
WANTED: Lawns to mow near
with carpet and air-conditioning 3-BEDROOM brick veneer, den
rooms, 1% baths, central beat.
ler horne.
for $22,500.'This house has been and kitchen combination, large
New Concord Hwy. Phone 753Some furniture is included in
A-24-C
approved by FHA for $21,000 living room, one and half bath
3194.
SALE
NOTICE
FOR
AUTOS
home,
5
brick
roman
white
-bedroom
9
well
A
designed
the sale.
utility and carport. Built-is
loan.
many
with
home
spacious
a
is
Murray.
This
of
East
miles
2-STORY, 4-bedroom brick With
WILL HAUL trash in city or
ON SOUTH 11TH Street a 4- stove in kitchen, located on /10 1070 CALENDAR Desk Stands
extras. Living room with fireplace; entry hall; separate
2% baths, formal dieing-room
onuotry, $5.00 per load. Also
refills are now available at
baths ,x 150' ,lotk me Catalina.
and
1%
with
brick
bedroom
dining area with sliding glass doors to the patio; kitchen
fireplace, double garage. One
do other yard work. Phone 753range, dishwasher, air-condition- 2-BEDIt3OM brick vemeer, one the Lodger & Times Office Ingbuilt-ins; utility room with washer and dryer included;
of the finest houses in Murray.
5375.
been bath, kitchen, dining room ply atom.
WPC
lot,
shady
large
drapes,
ed,
large closets, attic storage and carport. Shown by apProfessionally decorated. Well
utility and carport on a 85'
reduced to tO5,000.
HOUSE CLEANING or sitting
ELECTROLUX SALM & Serpointment.
located in the Robertson school
A 4-BEDROOM brick with full 285' lot on Story Ave.
with elderly people. Phone 753vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C 1969 DATSUN 4-Door Sedan.
district.
central
Road
lot,
Van
on
Cleve
LOCATED
large
on
basement
Large 2-story frame in Hazel. A good solid, well-kept
A-25-C
6649.
M. Sanders. Phone 3824032
7,000 miles. like
Only
range,
a
den
4-bedroom
bath,
frame,
air-conditioning,
heat and
home, newly painted, 3 large bedrooms, living room, 2
A 4-BEDROOM brick with douKentucky.
Lynnville,
$1.495.
---Special
new.
dinRepair
and kitehee combination, cen
Complete Small Engine
dishwasher, 2-car garage,
kitchens, unfinished upstairs (space for 2 or 3 additionat
May-SC
ble garage located at Lynn
ing room, owner is leaving town, tral heat and air, 285' x 275'
rooms), central gas heat, storm doors and windows. Lo1969 DATSUN 2-Door. Real. Garden tillers, Iowa mowers,
Grove on a 2 acre wooded lot.
lot.
chain saws. Autearized Briggs
a real buy.
MOHAWK Continuous Mllecated on a nice shady corner lot. Priced to sell.
$1,395.
QUALITY corutruotion 3-bednice
& Stratton Dealer. Authorized
ment nylon carpet with foam
A 3-BEDROOM brick, like new
vie
brick
room Colonial with fireplace
twoetory
-BEDROOM
3
Lawson Power Products DealChoke 3-bedroom Roman Brick home and 1% acres, 2
on well drained lot, 2 baths,
Pad, intaglio& $8.95 square 1968 OLDSMOBILE 442 Cona
also
utility,
and double garage. Transferable
bath,
one
neer,
er. Murray Supply Co., 208 East
miles South of Murray on Hazel Highway. Newly recarport, outside storage, owner
yard. Ca-ass Furniture Company.
vertible. Stereo tape
apartment
5 3/4% loan. Save $U at this
garage
veneer
brick
Main. Phone 753-3361. H-ITC
decorated interior; new wall to wall carpeting; new
will finance at 7%% with 20
A-25-C
$1,995.
1%
bath,
low, low interest rate.
with
included
Player.
in back
years to pay, /0,000.00 down.
draperies throughout; marble fireplace; dining room;
west.
121
D-ROOM home in Hazel on a
WILL GIVE excellent care to
JANE'S ceramic Shop is now
Estate, acres on Highway
CANTERBURY
IN
large kitchen; enclosed porch; 1% ceramic baths; good
Curtail.
nice lot. Ideal for the large
babies in my home. Phone Mn,
open. We have gifts for all pur- iii TOYOTA 4-Dr.
nicest. Has 4 FARMS:
landscaped yard.
very
attractively
the
and
of
garage
one
double
well;
cond.,
Auto. trans.. air
family or an extra apartment.
Acres, near New Providence poses. Owned by Mrs. Jane
Rerlene_ Lowery 753-220.
bedrooms, 2% baths, wallah 90
Owner will consider a trade or partial financing for a
New Providence. Lamb and Mrs. Martha Miller.
Very reasonably priced.
low mileage.
SAW
den with fireplace, 60 Acres, near
camel,
wail
buyer.
ritialifled
3-BEDROOM brick with an exFarm, stock barn, with Two miles east off Highway 94.
dining room, study, dishwasher, 3 Acre
444.
cellent floor plan, 1% baths,
Highway
on
house
home
frame
-room
4
a
Large
Street.
Phone 753-6533 or 753-3141.
heateme property at 710 Poplar
range, disposal, 2-car garage.
1969 DATSUN Station Wagon.
POE RENT
family room, spacious utility,
A-29-P
with 2 apartments partly furnished, plus 2 additional
This is new, will trade for mail LAKE:
Automatic, AM-FM raespecially nice drapes, air-conapartments in concrete block building at the rear of the
$32,000..
for
approved
house,
er
TWOEZDROOM durdew
Lot Number 953 unit No. 4 In
ditioned. Good location and the
dio, low mileage. 81.095.
property. This offers a potential 15% return on your
TFC
00 loan.
sent. Phone 7133-7830.
Pine Bluff Subdivision.
house is nice as new. Beautiful
Investment. Owner's reason for selling is to move out
highway
of
FT.
1000
OVER
Wagon.
Station
DATSUN
1967
Peivate
6 Lots in Cypress Covs,
landscaping.
on0111 ear tour OAS.
of the state, and will sell for $3,000 cash and finance
frontage on North 16th. Ideal 6 Lots, with a 2-bedroom frame
Local car, 32,000 miles,
entrance, electric hest and Mrbalance on monthly payments at 7% Interest for 10
for trailer park or for 10 kits, house, one bath, ceramic tile
A 4-bedroom brick near the
nice."
radio. "Real
conditioning, and cooking priyears.
$8,000.00.
from
new high school site. Has 2
Across
$1,050.
on floor and walla, utility, pan1803 College Farm
Special!
%WOOS.
6
and
approximately
LOTS
3
bath rooms, sunken living room,
Library
121
and
Hwy.
of
intersection
MSU
A nice 2-bedroom frame, at
elled walls, front porch, located
Road. Phone 753-2377. A.23-C
in
Subland
Kingswood
of
acres
formal dining area, quality con•
ecReal
condition
good
in
New Providence Road. This home is
1966 SIMCA 4-Door.
in Kentucky Lake Development,
diviaioa, $6,000.00.
struction, excellent floor plan,
TWO-BEDROOM tidier on priand owner has reduced the price for a quick sale.
onomy. Radio.
Good Place to
80 ACRES of land, approximate- COMMERCIAL PROPERTY:
double garage, very large patio.
vate lot. Located on Sycamore
$695.
Your
30'.x
36'
Body
on
273'
Buy
Shop,
x
Only
ly one-half under fence, $5500.
GOLD MEDALLION, brick and
S-room frame hem* and 17% acres, located 2 miles from
Phogie 7534332. A-33-C
Street.
273'
lot
in Hazel, EYAN EXTRA NICE 3-bedroom
stone with may extras. FeatMurray on Old Murray-Concord Road. This farm is com1966 DATSUN Pickup. Up to
Lot
with
small
190'
a
100'
x
apartment near
stock
furnathed
ponds,
plaster7th
NICE
S.
street,
on
stock
2
house
uring 3 bed rooms, full basepletely fenced, has a good well,
30 miles per gallon of
the college. Phone 753-8584.
ed, carpet in living room, hall bowie across from Jones' Iron
ment, formal dining room, 2%
barn, tobacco barn and several other outbuildings.
$795
gas. Clean!
any
A-33-C
and 1 bedroom, air-conditioner, Works.
baths, fireplace in the family
Should be of interest to a retired couple or someone
range, utility, carport and out- Lot 105' x 180' next to Parker
room, recreation room, double
real
"A
-Door.
looking for a less expensive place.
4
SIMCA
1965
NICE furnished apartment for
side storage. Can be bought on Popcorn.
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No Injuries Reported
In Two Car Collision

Death Claims Life
Of Carl C. Harrison
t Kentucky Hospital

Vandalism And Theft
Reported On Car Here

M. C-. Kennedy
Oies—At Hospital

Purchase Area
Hog Market

a

Open Demonstration
Is Planned Here Friday

Mrs. Parker's Funeral
Ts Be Held On Friday

lothkran Kiidergarten
Registration is Now

Final Rites Are Today
For Bob McCuiston

Sale!

SPRING
DRESSES

with Coats
Sweaters
and Capes

Two House Calls Are
Answered By Firemen;
No Damage Reported

1/4 off

TAKE A TWO
MINUTE BREAK

DIAL- A
DEVOTION

SHORTS, TOPS & SWIM SUITS
Arriving Daily for the Hot
-Days Ahead!

Shipley Youth Shop
,'
• "We Major In Minors

r
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Annual lard of T
Month Program'
By Garden Dep
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Mrs Robert Hendon.

